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At the beginning of each new year, it´s become a general tradition to look back at the past year and take a glimpse into the future. This holds
true for the geospatial industry too: there´s no shortage of information on what´s to be expected in the new year and what the trends were in
2014. Geospatial technology is all about change, both great and small, and it’s bowling along at quite a fast pace.
One significant change, which was recently announced, is that concerning Leica Geosystems. They will become known
as Hexagon Geosystems and this change will come about later this year. Apart from the name change, this means
more customized packages for customer-specific situations. The article about Leica Geosystems in this edition also 
discusses a number of recent product releases.

Trimble had a number of announcements to make at Trimble Dimensions, as well as at Intergeo in Berlin. For Trimble,
change takes the form of a greater focus on software and synchronization amongst their product portfolio.        This
shift has been happening over the last few years and comes as no great surprise. What is new, however, is
how all the components fit together – and that´s where the comparison with Hexagon starts.

Another similarity between these two companies is their focus on UAV. Both have invested from the begin-
ning in this technology and Jürgen Dold mentions breakthroughs in UAV legislation, which will enable
new developments in measurement technologies. In the US, progress was made in UAV use when the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) granted five exemptions to four different companies, one of them
being Trimble’s UX5 Aerial Imaging Solution. This will allow the company to conduct commercial opera-
tions with the system in the US. In January, two more regulatory exemptions followed. It will be interesting
to see what else will happen this year in this field.

The cover of this issue is from Optech, whose new Titan system is covered in one of our articles. It offers the
system the world´s first multispectral airborne lidar sensor and was presented recently at the SPAR
Europe/European LiDAR Mapping Forum in December last year. It is expected to enable new verti-
cal applications and information extraction capabilities for lidar. In line with the topic of point
clouds, the commentary on Viametris covers mobile scanning in GPS-denied environments. 

Another important topic that has surfaced on and off in this publication is the InSPIRE directive.
I´m happy with the inclusion of a contribution about progress on the implementation of the
InSPIRE Directive, written by two experts. From there, it is an easy transition to a topic close to
InSPIRE, namely the OGC. An extensive interview with Dr Carl Reed and current CEO and President
Mark Reichardt discusses the past, present and the future of the organization. They also state that
there are many new exciting developments within the organization that we will be covering in future
editions of this publication.

Enjoy your reading,

Eric van Rees

Photography: www.bestpictures.nl
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The 3D point lidar cloud shown reveals how new tools in the Optech LMS
3.0 workflow enables survey-grade data from the Lynx SG1 Mobile Mapper
even with poor GPS (Source: Optech).
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6This year, Leica Geosystems will take product 
integration one step further: by combining 

hardware, software and complete solutions from 
all Hexagon brands and offering it all from one 

source: Hexagon Geosystems. A number of 
recent product releases give an idea of how 

the company stays ahead of the curve.

20A number of recent product launches show 
how Trimble is shifting towards a greater focus
on software. As a result of this development,

new vertical markets open up, says Elmar Lenz,
General Manager, Geospatial GnSS, Trimble.

30
Smart City innovation relies on interconnectivity.
Crucially this essential element is not limited to
technology, and uncertainty between the roles

and rewards of potential stakeholders in 
complex endeavours does act as a barrier to 
investment. This does not mean Smart City 

projects are unachievable, they just need ‘Smart’
ways to conceive, fund, manage and assess
them. Do combined property and transport 

infrastructure projects offer a model?

26
new satellites are being launched on a regular

basis. This has recently included a new GPS 
(IIF-8) and Glonass satellite (K1-2), which were
launched in the last quarter of 2014. In the last

GnSS update the launch problems of the first two
Galileo Full Operational Capability (FOC) 

satellites were discussed. In this issue the problem
and the (partial) solution, which has been put 
into place over the last couple of months, will 

be explored. 

34Following the exceptional success of RIEGL LiDAR
2013, which was held in Vienna, Austria, RIEGL 

has announced their next user conference, 
RIEGL LiDAR 2015. RIEGL LiDAR 2015 is going 

to be one conference held in two exciting locations.
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Complete solutions from one source
2015 promises to be an exciting year for
Leica Geosystems. From recent product rele-
ases to the integration of different products
and technologies under the Hexagon flag,
this is only the beginning, says Jürgen Dold:
“Our industry is constantly evolving and we
have to stay current in what we offer.
Combining synergies across the entire
Hexagon portfolio is how we have anticipa-
ted the changes which will be required and
this enables us to stay ahead of the curve. If
you take a look around our field, you’ll noti-
ce more partnerships coming on line between
those who have the equipment and those
who can supply the data services. We’re
taking those partnerships one step further
under the Hexagon brand by combining
hardware, software and complete solutions
and subsequently offering it all from one sour-
ce: Hexagon Geosystems. This revised
image, as Hexagon Geosystems encompas-
ses all of the Hexagon brands, will be intro-
duced this year and will mean more customi-
zed packages for customer-specific situations.
Our customers deserve to be the best in their
fields and we will help them get there by pro-
viding complete solutions.”

The future of measurement technologies
Combining synergies across the entire Hexagon
portfolio is how we have anticipated which
changes will be required and this has kept us
one step ahead, says Jürgen Dold: “In the
months to come, you’ll see even more solution
offerings, like the Aibot X6 and TPS accurate
positioning, coming from a mashup of these
synergies. For example, Hexa gon Geospatial’s
recent release of the Power Portfolio software
works nicely with the hardware from our
Geospatial Solutions Division to provide a con-
stant and accurate stream of data.”

A technology that holds a lot of promises for
the future is UAV: “The UAV is the future of
measurement technologies and this has beco-

me evident across the industry as an incre-
asing number of governments are reversing
their restrictions affecting airspace to allow
for these game changers. We know every
measurement professional needs access to
the most accurate and current data available
and that’s why we’re already offering UAVs
as the next generation in our total solution
packages.”

One example of these offerings is the combi-
ned effort between Hexagon Geosystems
and Aibotix for accurate positioning of the
Aibot X6 without GnSS. This solution can be
seen as a first step in opening up applica-
tions for GPS-denied environments and there
are many and varied possibilities for the use
of UAVs across their customer segments, says
Jürgen Dold: “BIM is certainly one of these
segments. Take for example the inspection of
hard-to-reach spaces, such as ventilator ducts
where GPS isn't accessible. By incorporating
a UAV equipped with 3D mapping capabili-
ties, you can now conduct these risky asses-
sments without endangering personnel,
which also saves on manpower. Another
instance is critical infrastructure examina-
tions, such as street canals and underneath
bridges where GPS can’t reach. These exa-
minations can now be made quicker, more
easily and more cost efficiently than they
could previously using manual labour.”

Leica Cyclone 9.0
Leica Geosystems recently announced two
new offerings in the field of 3D laser scan-
ning. The first one is a new software release,
namely, Leica Cyclone 9.0, Leica Geo -
system´s point cloud solution for processing
laser scan data (Figure 2). The new release
has many interesting features, such as a new
Automatic Scan Alignment and Visual

“The UAV is the future of 

measurement technologies and 

this has become evident across the

industry as an increasing number 

of governments are reversing their

restrictions on airspace to allow 

for these game changers.”

This year, Leica Geosystems will take product integration one step further: by combining
hardware, software and complete solutions from all Hexagon brands and offering it all
from one source: Hexagon Geosystems. A number of recent product releases give an idea
of how the company stays ahead of the curve.By Eric van Rees
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Registration capabilities. 
Jürgen Dold is excited about this new solu-
tion: “Better management of point clouds is
a major concern across the industry. With
the Cyclone 9.0, you can now automate one
of the most time consuming and frustrating
parts of laser scanning: registration. The
Automatic Scan Alignment and Visual
Registration enhancements turn multiple
scans into a one-step process by allowing
the scans to overlap and register automati-
cally. By implementing this quicker workflow
system, you save time and effort.”
The solution also allows users to instantly
find point locations on a grid. With this auto-
matic feature, users can now place up to
1,000 scan survey points; signifi-
cantly decreasing time spent on a
project. Finally, this new release
has improved the structural mode-
ling process: “users can now
quickly and efficiently model spec-
based projects with only two
points along a steel structure
through the use of clustered point
clouds made available by the
overlapping scans.”
Leica Cyclone 9.0 also allows for
target-less scanning: “this saves
time and time is money. By no lon-
ger having to place targets in the
field users are able to automate
critical and time-intensive efforts.”

Jürgen Dold adds that although it’s nothing
new, this technology is constantly being
improved which ensures growth across the
industry. 

ScanStation P15
The second laser scanning product release
is the ScanStation P15, which is a high per-
formance entry-level laser scanner. It combi-
nes quality with simplicity (Figure 3). Jürgen
Dold explains that the ScanStation P15 is
aimed at a user group requiring a balance
between cost and performance as well as
simplicity of use: “These users cross different
segments of architecture, construction, engi-
neering, forensics and public safety. They

don’t necessarily need advanced survey
workflows, but they do want to invest in
equipment that is reliable and can be upgra-
ded over time. The ScanStation P15 can
grow with them as their skill sets widen to
address more versatile and complex market
needs.”
When asked why Leica Geosystems chose
to develop an entry-level scanner, he ans-
wers that whilst the act of laser scanning
itself isn't necessarily the complex compo-
nent, the demands of a project will determi-
ne the perceived intricacies: “Our industry
is a precise one, but by making data more
intrinsic for the users, we can lower the bar-
riers of entry for tomorrow’s measurement

professionals. The ScanStation
P15 was engineered with this in
mind. It is ideal for more standard
projects, such as those with shor-
ter scan ranges or no traverse
needs. Furthermore, this entry-
level scanner can be upgraded as
and when the professional dee-
pens his skill set, which in turn,
removes the potentially negative
effect of overwhelming the user.”

tridicon Building Finder 
For many years Leica Geosystems’
tridicon City Modeller has been a
much-used solution to automatically
create textured 3D buildings from

January/February  2015

Figure 2: Leica Cyclone 9.0 modelspace (Source: Leica Geosystems).

Figure 3: 
Leica ScanStation P15

(Source: Leica Geosystems).
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aerial data and existing buil-
ding footprints, with recogni-
tion accuracies greater 90%.
Unfortunately, only 20 per-
cent of the countries in the
world have developed a
Land Information System
(LIS), which leaves 80 per-
cent of countries’ public
administrations and authori-
ties, an acute majority, wit-
hout reliable and accurate
building plans. Jurgen Dold:
“Because of this outrageous
shortfall, we created the
Building Finder so that more urban planners
can base their decisions on real 3D digital
Cities.” 
The tridicon Building Finder with its new “City
Mode” is based on a feature extraction appro-
ach that no longer relies on roof type libraries
nor building footprints, but offers various
extraction strategies that best fit the user’s input
data (Figure 4). Without the need for prior
knowledge of building footprints, the Building
Finder takes input data, such as vegetation
density and architectural style, from the user
and standard airborne images to develop
highly accurate 3D models. This new software
is also able to detect irregular roof shapes that
do not correspond to a standard roof.
Jürgen Dold adds: “Combined with multi-
spectral RGBn imagery from the RCD30, digi-
tal data is triangulated to produce the most
accurate nadir and oblique images and point
clouds. From this information, detailed repre-
sentations of the true buildings and environ-
ments can be created. We are leading the
industry with the RCD30’s capability to per-
fectly co-register imagery during capturing, as
it is presently the only camera on the market
to do this. The more accurate the model, the
better the planning can be. The better the
plan, the more accura-
te the outcome.”

Pegasus: 
Two mobile mapping
system 
There have been some
updates to the Pega -
sus:Two mobile map-
ping system as beca-
me apparent when the
second generation
was released in June
2014 (Figure 5). This
single platform allows
users to not only captu-

re geospatial information for their current engi-
neering work flows – for example, LAS files
into AutoCAD - but also enables the user to
explore other revenue models, such as photo-
grammetry for asset collection or regular pave-
ment analysis for road development funding
programs; all from the same single capital
investment.
He continues: “In this second generation, we
have moved from a mobile mapping system to
a sensor platform. We wanted to integrate
more versatility into the Pegasus: Two so that
we could expand its use into more diverse mar-
kets, such as rail, whilst focusing on the con-
tent it can provide as a service. We used a uni-
versal perspective when researching what sort
of updates would be needed in the Pega sus:
Two, and what we developed is the only glo-
bal mobile mapping solution on the market. “

By integrating the most advanced hardware
and software available and then keeping the
platform vehicle-independent, the Pegasus:Two
is now able to combine and calibrate camera
and LIDAR to create accurate 360° degree
point clouds in one intuitive interface. For the
end user, even though the information streams
in from two different functions, the dataset is

seen as one and the same:
“This makes the platform not
only user friendly but highly
accurate.”

Uses of the system include
thermal imaging for electri-
cal network assessment or
pollution information, whilst
collecting normal highway
data. Modification of high-
way construction, using con-
trol points for GIS applica-
tions to determine accuracy,
is another interesting use of

mobile mapping today: “The world may have
gotten smaller, but as human beings, we still
have a lot to explore when it comes to meas-
urement possibilities” says Jürgen Dold. 

Leica Geosystems has worked hard to deve-
lop a mobile mapping community where mem-
bers can make valuable contributions, which
in turn, helps us anticipate customer needs
more effectively, says Jürgen Dold: “We know
our customer base has a diverse range of abi-
lity, so this senior platform allows users to work
according to their experience and with the
amount of data they need. For instance, a GIS
user can simply work within our MapFactory
for ArcGIS to extract asset data from images
only, whilst a more expert user at an enginee-
ring firm, for example, could work to extract
highly accurate features for AutoCAD in point
clouds in 3D. The other key point is including
functionalities that ensure the data is consistent
throughout multiple captures or different pro-
jects.”

He concludes: “A further example of how
Pegasus: Two has been utilized in leveraging
the synergies across the Hexagon portfolio, is
the project we worked on with novatel to inte-

grate their latest GnSS
technology. This is just
one more example of
how we’re moving
toward the complete
solution provider con-
cept.”

For more information, have a look
at: www.leica-geosystems.com.
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Figure 4: The new tridicon Building Finder with the new “City Mode” (Source: Leica Geosystems).

Figure 5: Leica Pegasus:Two mobile mapping system (Source: Leica Geosystems).
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Optech Titan, the world´s first multispectral airborne lidar sensor, was unveiled at the
end of last year in early December. Michael Sitar, Optech’s Business Manager for
Airborne Mapping Solutions, explains all about Optech´s latest addition to its line of
airborne laser terrain mappers (ALTM).By Eric van Rees

The First Multispectral Airborne  

Introduction
Optech recently released Titan, the world’s first multispectral airborne
lidar sensor. For the first time ever, multispectral active imaging of the
environment can occur during the day or night, enabling new vertical
applications and information extraction capabilities for lidar. 
Michael Sitar explains that the origin of the new sensor came about when
the US national Science Foundation’s national Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping (nCALM) contracted with Optech for the development of an
integrated dual-channel, dual-spectral mapping lidar sensor with a high
resolution digital camera capable of mapping terrestrial and shallow
water bathymetric environments. Optech expanded this effort further and
added a third channel to create the first commercial multi-spectral active
imaging system.  
He continues: “Recent advancements in lidar technologies, such as the
introduction of fibre-based lasers, have enabled much more compact sen-
sor designs than previously possible.  The size of Titan is similar to a
large-format digital mapping camera, with a triple beam sensor design,
which produces acceptable altitude performance and is an acceptable
size for commercial survey purposes. The production of this has only
become possible recently.”
Traditionally, lidar remote sensing using a single nIR wavelength has pri-
marily been used for 3D coordinate measurement for the purpose of topo-
graphic mapping and XYZ coordinate measurement.  Dual-wavelength
sensor designs have similarly been developed to extend coordinate meas-
urement to the bathymetric environment and resultant water depth deter-

mination.  He adds: “While the interest in bathymetric lidar sensors is
certainly increasing, application-specific sensor purchases are often diffi-
cult to justify when the requirement for such data may not be consistently
in demand.  Titan’s unique design enables clients to deploy the sensor in
a variety of application areas and realize much higher sensor usage and
resultant return on investment, without sacrificing accuracy and resolution
across applications, be they topographic or bathymetric.”

Increased content information
In the past, single or dual-wavelength sensors were developed for spe-
cific market verticals and application requirements. Titan breaks away
from this convention by combining three beams with separate wave-
lengths, thus increasing the information content that can be derived
from the target surface and allowing surveying professionals to address
many more applications using a single sensor solution. 
Michael Sitar explains how Optech is making its clients more competi-
tive: “By adding more information content to the XYZ point cloud itself,
or by combining it with complementing passive sensor configurations
that have been co-collected, higher commercial value can be realized.
Therefore, by adding multiple wavelengths into a single sensor design,
Optech is endeavoring to open new application areas for lidar data
collection, add more value to the XYZ point cloud itself, increase the
overall demand for active 3D data collection, and make our clients
inherently more competitive.”
This new information content is available in the form of intensity meas-
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urements (i.e. surface target amplitudes) sensitive to the emitted wave-
length.  The intensity measurements can be subsequently normalized to
a reflectance value by removing biases in the associated range, inci-
dent angle, etc. to enable a corrected reflectance response for each
lidar point.  Since different materials reflect differently at different wave-
lengths, such information can be used to discriminate different target
types, enabling new applications for lidar that hadn’t previously been
considered.  Michael Sitar explains: “For example, a possible applica-
tion for consideration given the Titan’s provided wavelengths is vegeta-
ted versus non-vegetated surfaces for impervious surface delineation,
which is commonly required for storm water drainage initiatives in
urban landscapes.”

Output and workflows
When asked how the output can be used, Michael Sitar explains
that the current sensor configuration includes three independent laser
channels with wavelengths of 532, 1064 and 1550 nm, respective-
ly: “Bathymetric applications require a “green” channel for water
depth penetration, for instance 532 nm.  The two nIR channels are
excellent for water surface measurement from which water depth
information can subsequently be derived.  The nIR channels are
also preferred to enable automated land/water boundary deline-
ation, which is necessary for subsequent water attenuation correc-
tion of the green channel range measurements through the water
column only.” 

11
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    Lidar Sensor Optech Titan uses multispectral technology for automated
target classification and simultaneous topo/bathy.

Optech Titan system



The raw information is available as high precision, high accuracy
3D point clouds (XYZ) and reflectance response information sensiti-
ve to the emitted wavelength for each channel and associated XYZ
coordinate: “Given the above, output can then be used as indepen-
dent data channels which, in the first instance are interpolated to a
continuous surface and then have standard image processing tech-
niques applied.  This is a useful approach for standard land cover
classification routines.”
He adds that Titan is also well suited for vegetation discrimination
or vegetation versus non-vegetative mapping initiatives, given the
presence of both a nIR 1064 nm and 532 nm visible channel:
“While not capable of delivering a normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (nDVI) measure due to the lack of a red edge chan-
nel proximal to 550 -700 nm, the 532 nm green channel does pro-
vide sufficient information to extract strong vegetative differences in
photosynthetic capacity.”
He notes that Optech is actively investigating the applicability of
additional wavelengths for more application-specific sensor configu-
rations, but with the required range performance that can be sup-
ported for commercial collection efficiency.

New vertical applications and information extraction 
capabilities 
Michael Sitar expects Titan to help spur new application opportunities
for lidar: “For example, there is tremendous interest in what could be
realized from an active sensor with more than one wavelength for forest-
ry applications.  Due to the ability of lidar to accurately model forest
structures and penetrate the tree canopy through to the ground, lidar is
used extensively in forest stand volume and yield estimation, combined
with empirical field data.  However, if species discrimination can be
achieved to a sufficient level to provide acceptable and meaningful
results, the widespread use of lidar for carbon credit counting programs
could be significant.”
He states that for existing applications, a green-only lidar sensor confi-
guration focused on water depth mapping alone, the ability to discrimi-
nate land/water returns is a difficult but necessary process: “The nIR
channels, which do not penetrate water, can be ideally used to assist in

this process, providing a superior solution capability that is entirely auto-
mated.  Understanding industry challenges and needs is imperative to
designing solutions that maximally address them, not only from an accur-
acy perspective, but also in the context of automated efficiency and com-
mercial viability.”

He continues by stating that there are numerous business models that
exist for the purpose of commercial data collection.  Many models pro-
vide an expertise in a single application space, such as powerline map-
ping.  For such focused business models, sensor configurations are often
very specific in order to address the information needs of that communi-
ty maximally (e.g. Optech’s Orion C corridor lidar solution with passive
image support for up to 4 peripheral cameras and available heli-pod).
However, there are also business models seeking opportunities across
many application spaces and sometimes a single sensor design can
accommodate 80-90% of those diverse requirements: “Optech’s new
Galaxy sensor is an example of such a sensor as it packs high-perfor-
mance and resolution into a compact form factor for diverse application
and installation requirements.  Both application-specific and more flexi-
ble designs are focused on the 3D spatial measurement and mapping
of complex targets.”    
However, recent changes and trends in global climatic conditions, the
proliferation of episodic climatic events, and the desire to monitor the
impacts of these changes on physical and biological landscapes have
yielded a demand for a new generation of lidar sensors that go beyond
simple coordinate measurement, says Michael Sitar: “Titan is a first step
in that direction, providing 3D structural information in combination with
surface target responses and sensitivities.”

For more information, have a look at www.optech.com. 
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The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is in its 20th year, which is a suitable 
occasion to reflect on two decades of standards progress in the geospatial industry.
Denise McKenzie interviewed Mark Reichardt, OGC’s President and CEO, and 
Dr. Carl Reed, OGC’s Chief Technology Officer, to discuss the history of the 
organization, its current challenges, and OGC’s opportunities going forward.By Denise McKenzie

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)

The early days
The overarching requirement for the for-
mation of the OGC was allowing for the
free and open sharing of GIS data, says
Carl Reed. He explains that proprietary
or vendor specific GIS data formats cre-
ated barriers to entry for new technolo-
gy: “They limited competition and inhibi-
ted the ability to share data between
organizations. Further, GIS data transla-
tion typically resulted in lost content or
content that could not be converted from
one system to another. This was due to
major differences in the data models,
semantics, vocabularies, and so on. The
early work of the OGC was focused on
addressing these issues.”

He continues: “By the mid-1990s, many
procurements specified the ability to read
and write proprietary formats as a man-
datory requirement. This stated require-
ment limited competition, reduced overall
market penetration, increased costs, and
did not solve the requirement to more
easily and cost effectively share GIS data.
The OGC (then OpenGIS) was formed by
David Schell to address this driving requi-
rement. This is why the very first OGC
standard was Simple Features Access.”

OGC’s Interoperability Program
Besides the geospatial focus, what makes
OGC a unique Standards Development
Orga nization (SDO) is the Interoperability
Program. Carl Reed collaborates with
multiple standards organizations and
none of them have anything close to the
OGC Inter operability Program.

Mark Reichardt extends these comments
by stating that two fundamental aspects
of OGC make it unique: the first is the

emphasis on the Interoperability Pro -
gram as a mechanism to align users and
technology providers in a process of tes-
ting, prototyping, validating and demon-
strating candidate approaches to new
standards and standards based best
practices: “This process allows OGC
members to validate its work in a practi-
cal, user community-based context befo-
re fully documenting and advancing a
standard to adoption.” 
He continues: “The second aspect of
OGC that is unique is our focus on under-
standing and leveraging the broader IT
standards environment as we advance
standards solutions. We do this to avoid
duplication of effort, and we form allian-
ces with other SDOs and professional
organizations, more than 40 to date, so
that we can collaborate on solutions that
would have been difficult to effectively
solve in isolation.” 
Alliances are formed so that consistent
representation of location across other IT
standards can be encouraged. If fact,
through these alliances and interaction
with other SDOs, location is referenced
via OGC standards embedded in many
standards from OASIS, IETF and others.
Some key OGC standards have become
ISO standards.

Balancing act
The challenge for the OGC is to remain
relevant as technology, markets, and poli-
cies change. And much like a software
company, the OGC has to balance the
needs of the “installed base” and the
need to keep up with technology.
Advancing the current standards baseline
in concert with emerging technologies or
market forces may be at odds with the
plans of those using the current OGC

A  20 -Yea r  Pe r spe c t i v e
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Mark Reichardt, OGC’s President and CEO.

Dr. Carl Reed, OGC’s Chief Technology Officer.



baseline. Mark Rei -
chardt states this is an
interesting and at
times tense balancing
act, but thinks that the
OGC has done an
amazing job of evol-
ving to meet new inter-
operability require-
ments imposed by
constantly changing
technology, policy,
and market forces.

Currently, Carl Reed
sees a lot of discussion
going on amongst
OGC members about
REST versus HTTP-
based Web services,
JSOn versus XML, Linked Data versus everything, and API prolifera-
tion: “One of the unique offerings of the OGC is the organization’s
ability to provide a neutral discussion forum in which individuals
with many different backgrounds and spatial interoperability requi-
rements can meet and work towards consensus positions on these
and other issues.”
Mark Reichardt adds that the issue is not just about REST versus
HTTP, but how OGC standards are defined and applied in the con-
text of various architectural approaches and service bindings (REST,
SOAP, WSDL) and how OGC addresses an expanding base of enco-
dings within its standards baseline. 

In addition to that, the OGC made sure that there has always been
a balance between technology and business interests in the OGC.
Carl Reed elaborates: “Even way back in the early days, the work
of the OGC was driven by the business need to reduce barriers for
sharing data to increase markets and enhance the competitive lands-
cape. The technology requirements ‘fell out of’ the business drivers.
The same is true today.” 
OGC has built-in processes to continuously align and correlate its
program activities with business interests while continuously looking
to the horizon for implications of technology and market shifts to its
standards work, says Mark Reichardt: “Our consensus standards
process and our Interoperability Program of testbeds and pilots are
both driven by user requirements, with members working together to
identify and prioritize the most important areas of work. Additionally,
the OGC membership, staff, and the Board of Directors have a pro-
cess to identify “ripe technology issues” – representing upcoming
opportunities and challenges that ought to be considered by the
Consortium – so that the Consortium’s work can leverage and be
less reactive to some of these trends.”

Growth
The OGC membership has grown from the founding eight members
to nearly 500 members today. Over the years, the scope of interest
has increased, resulting in many new Domain Working Groups
(DWGs) and increased standards activity. This increase in scope of
activity has both positive and negative aspects, says Carl Reed: “On
the positive side, the work of the OGC is meeting the needs of a

much broader audien-
ce. Our standards are
being used in
domains that were not
even considered ten
years ago. This leads
to greater uptake and
the definition of new
requirements that then
result in advances to
OGC standards.” 

On the negative side,
he states that mem-
bers can no longer
focus on all the work
of the OGC but inste-
ad focus their volun-
teer energy on do -
mains and standards

of interest to their community. As a result, sometimes there are not
the resources necessary to complete work on a standard or to main-
tain viability of a DWG. There is also the issue of voting and making
sure there is proper consensus and support for any new standard or
revision to an existing standard. These issues have resulted in a num-
ber of positive member discussions and changes to OGC´s policies
and procedures.

Looking back, OGC’s membership growth over the years has made
sense, says Mark Reichardt: “In its early years, OGC focused on
advancing a solid framework of open standards to address geospa-
tial information publishing, discovery, access, processing, integra-
tion, visualization and application to support a range of community
needs. Given the significant market adoption of these “core” stan-
dards globally, the emphasis today is far less on development of
new standards, with more emphasis on how these standards are
organized to support interoperability within and across many diffe-
rent communities of interest.” 

This “domain” growth has resulted in new working group activity in
areas such as health, energy and utilities, smart cities, aviation,
hydrology, meteorology and ocean monitoring, etcetera – each with
a focus on defining comprehensive standards-based architectures
and best practice to ease geodata sharing, processing, integration
and application to an expanding list of complex problems. Mark
Reichardt explains that in most cases, this expansion of domain focus
in OGC has been met with a proportional expansion of members-
hip and community involvement to enable the organization to descri-
be and address interoperability challenges at the operational and
policy levels: “In some areas, we are still challenged to grow the
necessary level of community/domain expertise, so some of these
activities progress more slowly than others. Overall, OGC seems to
be meeting the challenges presented by continuing growth and
expansion of focus.” 

OGC operating in Europe, Asia and Middle East
Europe has been a major influence in OGC’s history and global mis-
sion, says Mark Reichardt. While OGC’s membership composition
in its early years was largely north American – representing key
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geospatial industry, large
government agencies and
systems integrators from
the region- OGC’s make-
up ra pi dly expanded in
the late 1990s to include
significant membership
presence and influence
from European organiza-
tions including industry,
national and pan-
European go vernment,
universities and research
institutions. Today, OGC’s
Eu ropean membership is
the largest regional com-
ponent of membership,
representing 40% of
OGC’s total membership
(see Figu re 1).  

In addition, OGC has esta-
blished alliance partners-
hips and formal liaisons
with key European associations and standards organizations to further
understand and address European interoperability requirements.
Alliance partners include EuroGeographics, the As sociation of Geo -
gra phic Information Labo ra tories for Europe (AGILE), and the European
Com mit tee on Standardization (CEn) Technical Commit tee 287 on
Geographic Informa tion. Another OGC partner in Europe is Euro SDR,
a network of Euro pean Geographic Informa tion organizations and re -
search institutes addressing Europe’s spatial data research require-
ments.

Mark Reichardt adds: “Emphasis in Europe has been focused heavily
on leveraging OGC, ISO, and other complementary international stan-
dards for interoperability best practices. That is how we can advance
European-wide policies and legislation to ease the burden of geospa-
tial information management, sharing, and application to address a
wide range of social, environmental, and economic challenges. The
InSPIRE Directive is one example of this focus and success, as discussed
in a recent OGC report.”  

Through its OGC Europe subsidiary established in 2000, OGC and its
European members have supported a number of initiatives and pro-
jects in Europe. OGC’s participation in European projects enables OGC
to further globalize its operations, assuring the Consortium’s ability to
address European interoperability requirements, and to support develo-
ping EU policy positions on the discovery, access, sharing and appli-
cation of geospatial information for improved decision making across
a range of important social, economic and environmental domain
topics. Mark Reichardt concludes: “The OGC global interoperability
mission has benefitted significantly from its European industry, gover-
nment, university, and research member contributions to the advance-
ment and maintenance of OGC standards as part of OGC’s consensus
standards process and Interoperability Program initiatives.”

More recently membership growth in Asia and the Middle East has
been realized as industry leverages the benefits that standards and

interoperability offer in
expanding into regional
and international mar-
kets. Membership al-so
grows as user communi-
ties realize the increased
flexibility, reduced sys-
tems costs and improved
integration of data for
decision making that
OGC standards bring to
their operations and new
IT projects.

However, it has been
recognized that OGC
membership ranks are
underrepresented in seve -
ral regions including
Africa and South Ame -
rica. Experts/leaders
from these regions have
been enlisted as part of
OGC’s Global Advisory

Council to advise OGC on how best to encourage OGC standards
uptake as well as to offer advice on organizations that would benefit
from involvement in OGC programs. Mark Reichardt adds that OGC
is also stepping up its presence in geospatial and do main-related
events in these regions to encourage take up of OGC standards as
well as to encourage participation in OGC programs: “OGC is fortu-
nate as well to be a participating organization in the United national
Global Geospatial Infor mation Management (Un-GGIM) and Global
Spa tial Data Infrastruc ture Association (GSDI) programs. These activi-
ties are helping to connect OGC to national representatives from
these regions, and are helping promote adoption of standards-based,
interoperable approaches to geospatial information management,
with OGC and ISO geospatial standards underpinning these efforts.” 

OGC and academic research 
OGC membership has grown to over 100 academic and research
organizations from around the globe. Many of these organizations
are directly engaged in advancing and applying OGC standards to
further their academic curriculum to assure that their students have
adequate background on open standards to complement their backg-
round in IT and geospatial curriculum. Furthermore, they are incre-
asingly engaged in OGC programs to advance their research objec-
tives. For instance, OGC has a high rate of participation by
universities and research organizations in OGC’s Interoperability
Program of testbed and pilot initiatives. 

In many cases, these OGC interoperability initiatives are testing and
validating concepts that are the current focus of research in these
organizations; and research organizations can leverage the OGC
process and other member resources to advance their objectives,
says Mark Reichardt: “Universities launched OGC’s CityGML stan-
dard, the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards and many other
OGC standards and programs. We also find that research organi-
zations have ongoing interest in developing and maintaining OGC
standards so that these standards will be useful in transitioning their
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Figure 2: The Hamburg image shows how a city model encoded in the vendor-neutral CityGML can be used for many purposes.



research results in to broad field application.” 
OGC standards have become an increasingly important part of GIS
curricula, but perhaps more important, they are finding their way
into computer science curricula and information management cour-
ses within application domains such as hydrology. OGC staff spend
much of their time attending conferences, speaking about the need
for spatial interoperability, says Mark Reichardt: “As an organiza-
tion, we provide workshops and webinars as well as tutorial mate-
rials. Our OGC network web resource is an important resource for
developers.  nevertheless, we need to do more to tailor education
programs for a wide range of stakeholders: web developers, city IT
teams, geoscientists, other SDOs, etc. We’re very open to sugge-
stions for collaboration.”

Maintaining relevance
OGC membership now includes a wider range than before of gover-
nment agencies, IT companies, data providers, service providers
and business analytics companies, as well as other universities,
research institutions and nGOs – all engaged in advancing geo-
spatial capability across their domains and enterprises. 

In the year ahead, Smart Cities, resilience and sustainable develop-
ment initiatives, disaster response projects, the Internet of Things,
the built environment, and location-based marketing will be impor-
tant areas of focus in the OGC, says Mark Reichardt: “Urban and
climate resilience are gaining increased attention around the world,
and I think it’s safe to say that in 2015 we will see environmental
research and “environmental accounting” emerge as an overarching
theme. The OGC WaterML 2.0 Encoding standard is now a global
enabler of “hydrological accounting” and the candidate GeoSciML
is on course to become a global enabler of geological resource
accounting.” 

But 2015 won’t be only about new standards. He concludes: “Our
current geospatial standards, including those for sensor webs, indoor
location, mobile services (think citizen science), geodata analytics
etc. are increasingly seen as essential for modeling, forecasting and
understanding highly intertwined and interdisciplinary environmen-
tal processes.”

Denise McKenzie, executive director, Communications and Outreach Program, OGC.
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S
tatic 3D scanners used to map
and survey becomes essential
tools for professionals involved in
surveying. These devices allow
dense data collection and the

utmost precision; a large scope of applica-
tions is available: 3D models, vector buil-
ding models, before project mesh, building
volume estimate or digital field model, con-
struction site monitoring, examination of
works and works parts. These point clouds
are an efficient way to understand and
measure environments and convert it in floor
plans.

Static scanners allows a huge time saving
in many cases, however, mobile scanning
solutions are developed to better speed and
amount of data leading to a production opti-
mization and a security improvement for sur-
veyors. Mobile scanning methods are often
based on the same products pattern offering
fully integrated systems featuring LiDAR and
imager to accurate inertial devices, GnSS
receiver and embedded computer to store
data. Focus is to achieve the best trajectory
precision. InS designers are working hard
since many years to design robust and relia-
ble devices coupling inertial measures to
GnSS using more or less complex algo-
rithms to couple and filter.

Simultaneously Location And Mapping
nevertheless, there still are cases where
even the most efficient InS keeps being
inappropriate lacking GnSS signal. As we
know it very well since primary school,
speed double integration needs a recurrent

repositioning to avoid drifts therefore extern-
al data are needed to steady the overall sys-
tem kinetics.

To overcome these issues, researchers have
long been interested in complementary or
alternative methods. Mars exploration mis-
sions, autonomous vehicle and robotic navi-
gation are ambitious goals since many
years and a framework for rich application.
The goal is simple: let’s think about a sen-
sor or system able to scan its environment

to build a map in which it locates itself and
simultaneously be able to extend the map
over time? The solution is called SLAM
(Simultaneously Location And Mapping). 

VIAMETRIS is involved in this subject since
several years developing innovative and uni-
que solutions related to mobile mapping
since 2007. Minimizing this subject com-
plexity by developing a first indoor mobile
mapping system based on 2-dimensional
location (3 degrees of freedom) called

Because mobile scanning is a real challenge in GPS-denied environment, vIAMETRIS
developed innovative technics to answer this specific issue.  Thanks to innovative
methods, it is possible to scan mining area using automatic data registration to build
3D point clouds. Initially developed in the robotic field, simultaneous mapping and 
location algorithms allow robots to traverse unknown areas. Ideally, robots must be
able to come back to their starting point. vIAMETRIS is working on applying these methods
to mapping.By Jerome Ninot

Traversing Unknown Areas
Toward s  New  Sy s t ems  t o  Map  M in i ng  Env i r onmen t
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Narrow underground galleries

Tunnel

iMMS, the company worked to master this technology by reducing
uncertainty and is now able to provide a steady and usable pro-
duct for surveyors.

Today, it is possible to release scanning systems for complex area
mapping, such as underground mines and other narrow tunnels
while keeping comparable point density to that obtained through
the static scanners. Indeed, the company’s research on new upgra-
ded algorithms to six degrees of freedom, the available computing
power and 3D sensors are much reason demonstrating that it is a
disruptive technology ready to market. We performed controlled
tests in narrow underground galleries with a fully portable solution
(hand held) and the results are very promising. Shipping sensors
with an accuracy of two to three cm, the temporal signal integra-
tion with the 6DOF SLAM algorithm can reduce noise and allows
us to filter artifacts measures, moving objects and to improve repe-
atability errors. Creation of centimeter accurate point cloud is
reachable through mobile solution in such environments.

These developments announce serious progress in the mapping field
and the forthcoming development of new 3D point cloud acquisi-
tion methods using robots, or simply a backpack.

Jerome NINOT, Ph.D., VIaMETRIS Founder.



T
rimble has a long history as a manu-
facturer of hardware for the sur-
veying market. However, recent pro-
duct releases show that the company
is shifting towards a greater focus on

software. This became clear at the latest
Intergeo in Berlin, Germany, and a month later
at Trimble Dimensions in Las Vegas. At both
events, a number of product releases were

announced, which mostly center on new soft-
ware releases. These not only make work
easier for the user, but also show synchroni-
zation among the entire Trimble solutions port-
folio. 

eCognition Essentials and Inpho 
One of these releases is eCognition Essentials,
a new software solution for geospatial and

remote-sensing professionals performing land
cover mapping tasks using satellite imagery.
It offers an intuitive image analysis solution
that allows users of all levels to quickly produ-
ce high-quality, Geographic Information
System (GIS)-ready deliverables (Figure 2).
Elmar Lenz, general manager, Geospatial
GnSS, Trimble explains: “We simplify the pro-
duction of deliverables for GIS professionals
by streamlining the workflow to quickly extract
geospatial information from remote sensing
imagery.” The second software release that
Lenz mentions is the release of Inpho version
6, the latest version of Trimble´s photogram-
metric software suite. This increases efficiency
by reducing project turnaround times, and
improves the quality of delive rables via new
automated, interactive tools and satellite trian-
gulation functionality (Figure 3).

Trimble Access Pipelines
As a result of Trimble’s increasing focus on
software, the company also provides addi-
tional solutions that meet the needs of vertical
markets. The idea here is to provide end-to-
end market solutions for a variety of industries
such:  as oil and gas, rail, surveying and eng-
ineering. For the oil and gas industry, we rele-
ased new software that addresses the workf-
low for pipeline survey and the way data can
be processed. This is called Trimble Access
Pipelines. Lenz explains: “In this instance, we
took an existing solution, Trimble Access and
added a new module, so users can view a
specific pipeline survey. We’ve also created
a field workflow that users can take back to
the office to create a variety of deliverables
that meet their clients’ specific needs.”

Lenz is referring to the combination of Trimble
Access Pipelines and Trimble Business Center;
a geospatial data office software suite for pro-
ducing deliverables including as-built plots,
using the Trimble Business Center Advanced
Drafting module. Seen from a data continuum
perspective, this shows how Trimble is exten-
ding its focus: “the entire workflow in the data
continuum consists of data collecting, proces-

A number of recent product launches show how Trimble is shifting towards a greater
focus on software. As a result of this development, new vertical markets open up,
says Elmar Lenz, General Manager, Geospatial GNSS, Trimble.By Eric van Rees

Trimble expands its Focus
New So f twa re ,  New  Ve r t i c a l s
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sing, modeling and analysis. The collect and
process piece is basically the field work – the
model and analysis piece happens in the back
office. Trimble is really strong in data collec-
tion, and we´re also improving in the mode-
ling and analysis process.” 

WeoGeo and InSphere
The purchase of WeoGeo, the company
behind an online geospatial Data Market place
and technology for managing spatial data, is
part of the Trimble InSphere platform, says
Lenz: “What we want to do is help our sur-
veying and engineering customers, as well as
geospatial experts have easy access to infor-
mation that allows them to do their jobs more
efficiently. WeoGeo’s domain expertise is an
excellent addition to the direction Trimble is
moving towards in the future. It offers a really
nice platform, which allows users to extract
geospatial information and make it part of their
project. The InSphere Data Marketplace allows
geospatial professionals to quickly search,
locate and obtain spatial data on demand.
InSphere users can now find and use addition-
al free and premium spatial data layers, inclu-

ding aerial and satellite imagery, terrain, ele-
vation and topographic maps, building
footprints and other third-party data.”
And this is only the beginning: the path for-
ward will be to host data from wherever it
comes from and whoever produces it, says
Lenz: “there are other users out there in the
world with different data sets and information
that we want to incorporate as well. For exa-
mple, we offer an Equipment Manager appli-
cation in the InSphere platform. The applica-
tion allows organizations to centrally manage
their field devices. At a glance, surveying and
mapping companies, can track equipment
location, and view the current status of war-
ranty, firmware and software for their fleet of
field equipment. We also offer a Data
Manager application, which improves access
to geospatial information for an organization.
Accessible anytime and anywhere through a
desktop or mobile device, Data Manager
allows organizations to manage their geospa-
tial data in one place.  These applications, and
more, are all available in Trimble InSphere; a
cloud platform for central ma na gement of geo-
spatial applications, data and services.”

Trimble RealWorks version 9.0 and
SketchUp 2015
There´s still more news on the software side;
specifically a new version of Trimble Real -
Works, the company’s laser scanning software
that transforms laser scanner data into 3D deli-
verables. Trimble RealWorks version 9.0
enhances smart drawing tools and real-time
communication with SketchUp Pro. It provides
architects, engineers, and geospatial profes-
sionals a streamlined workflow to rapidly cre-
ate point cloud-based models. Lenz: “what
users can do now is take certain features,
which are extracted from their point cloud and,
once it is managed, load this into SketchUp,
which has a very easy and popular data for-
mat. It has recently seen a new release, called
SketchUp 2015, which offers 64-bit support
for Windows or Mac, while IFC file import
capabilities allow back-and-forth sharing of IFC
files between SketchUp Pro and any other
application. “SketchUp is very well known wit-
hin a variety of industries, especially in archi-
tecture, engineering and construction,” says
Lenz.

Back to Trimble RealWorks version 9.0, which
also offers revised tools for more efficient workf-
lows, and a new edition for the inspection and
calibration of vertical storage tanks called the
RealWorks Advanced-Tank Edition. This redu-
ces the time required to create inspection
reports and volume-filling tables from 3D laser
scan data. Lenz explains: “Oil and gas is a
vertical market focus for Trimble. In order to
ascertain how full a fuel tank is, inspectors can
use a laser scanner, and scan around the tank
– then put this data model into the RealWorks
software to do the inspection.” 

When discussing the high-data volumes of
point clouds, Lenz states that it´s all about get-
ting the relevant information out of billions of
points: “It´s all about the intelligence in the
data set.  When you scan a room for instan-
ce, at the end of the day what you really want
from the point cloud are the main points of
what the room looks like. But the question is;
what are the main sixteen or even eight points
needed in order to create the four walls and
the floors. The company that is able to auto-
matically extract the relevant points becomes
the most significant.”

For more information have a look at: www.trimble.com
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Figure 3: Satellite Pointcloud Multilayer in Trimble Inpho 6.0 (Source: Trimble)

Figure 2: agriculture Mapping with Trimble eCognition Essentials (Source: Trimble)



The country reports prepared by all the European Union member states as part of their
monitoring and reporting obligations in connection with the implementation of the
INSPIRE Directive give a good overview of the progress that has been made by them
with respect to the development of national spatial data infrastructures in the context
of INSPIRE. This article presents four short profiles based on the reports submitted by
Denmark, Spain and the United Kingdom and also describes some of the efforts that
have been made by the most recent member of the European Union, Croatia. 

By Ian Masser and

Joep Crompvoets

Progress on INSPIRE Implementation

Introduction
The EU Member states were
required to submit their
second round of qualitative
country reports on the
implementation of the InSPI-
RE Directive in their countries
by May 15th 2013.  In pre-
paring their reports they
were asked to use a com-
mon template provided by
the Commission (InSPIRE

2013). This listed the topics
that must be included under
five main headings: 1)
Coordination and quality
assurance (as introduced in
Article 12 of the InSPIRE

Committee Decision on
Monitoring and Reporting
(CEC 2009), 2) Functioning and coordination of the infrastructure
(Art. 13), 3) Usage of the infrastructure for spatial information (Art.
14), 4) Data sharing arrangements (Art. 15), and 5) Cost benefit
aspects (Art. 16). 
All 27 EU member states (together with Iceland and norway) sub-
mitted reports that varied in length from less than 20 to nearly 100
pages. Many states submitted their reports in their official languages
and these were subsequently translated into English by the official
service of the Commission. These reports are freely available English 
in the monitoring and reporting section of the InSPIRE website
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu. They give an excellent overview of the
progress that has been made by the member states with respect to
InSPIRE implementation since the first round of country reports was
submitted in 2010 (Masser 2011). 
Some of the main features of all these reports have been summari-
sed by the authors in a forthcoming book (Masser and Crompvoets,
2015). This article explores some of the issues involved at this stage
of InSPIRE implementation with reference to four contrasting case stu-
dies. The first three of these give an overview of the country reports
submitted by Denmark, Spain and the United Kingdom in May 2013.
These have been selected as countries that have already reached

some degree of maturity in
the development of their
national spatial data
infrastructures. The fourth
case study concerns
Croatia who did not join
the European Union until 1
July 2013, two months
after the deadline for the
country reports.  As part of
an initiative to support the
monitoring and reporting
of the implementation of
InSPIRE and the develop-
ment of national Spatial
Data Infrastructures in the
Republic of Croatia, a simi-
lar study was undertaken
in 2013 (Crompvoets et
al., 2014) using the same

template that the Commission provided to the other member states
for their country reports.   
The profiles from the four national case studies are followed by a
general discussion of some of the main issues arising from them.

The four national case studies

Denmark
The 2008 Act on infrastructure for spatial information established a
legal basis for the development of an infrastructure for spatial informa-
tion in Denmark based on the InSPIRE Directive (Danish Geodata Agency
2013). As a result of this legislation, Denmark has strengthened the fra-
mework for its spatial data infrastructure and, more generally, its e-
government. A national Coordination Committee on Infrastructure for
Spatial Information is responsible for the development and implementa-
tion of this spatial data infrastructure. This committee consists of repre-
sentatives of organisations and authorities responsible for spatial data
and provides the foundation for strong cooperation between key stake-
holders as well as a platform for making decisions. The Danish Geodata
Agency (GST) (called the national Survey and Cadastre until 2012) is
responsible for InSPIRE implementation.

Fou r  Na t i ona l  Ca se  S t ud i e s
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Extract from the INSPIRE Monitoring and Reporting webpage.



The Coordination Committee plays an important role in creating cohe-
rence between e-government, including the basic data programme,
InSPIRE and other national initiatives. InSPIRE contributes to the basic data
programme with principles and standards that support the develop-
ment of a shared public infrastructure. This infrastructure improves the
efficiency of public activities and provides an everyday resource for
private businesses and the general public. The development of this
infrastructure for spatial information has been carried out by many dif-
ferent agencies, such as FOTdanmark, which is an association of 97
municipalities and the State that ensures common public sector map-
ping across different levels of administration. 
A number of important improvements have been made regarding spa-
tial data accessibility and quality since 2012. Geodata-info.dk was
launched in 2010 as an open source resource developed in collabora-
tion with the other nordic countries www.geodata-info.dk. This geo-
portal contains metadata for most of the data and services of the Danish
spatial data infrastructure, including the relevant ones for InSPIRE. This
facilitates the broader usage of spatial information. While the website
provides access to metadata, the Danish Geodata Agency provides
access to its spatial data through its solution for maps and spatial data,
Digital Map Supply. Downloads from Digital Map Supply have more
than doubled from 368 million downloads in 2010 to 800 million in
2012. Overall, there are indications that the benefits of Danish spatial
data infrastructure are extending beyond e-government into growth and
innovation for companies and citizens in general.  

Spain
The Spanish national Spatial Data Infrastructure (IDEE) is built on good
coordination together with the cooperation of all the stakeholders of
IDEE at the national, regional and local levels (national Centre for
Geographic Information 2013). Its development has been led by the
Geographic High Council (CSG) since 2002. The Infrastructure on
Geographic Information Infrastructures and Services in Spain law (LISI-
GE) was adopted in 2010. This transposed the InSPIRE directive and cre-
ated the legal and institutional framework for InSPIRE implementation.
This task is the responsibility of the Executive Board of Geographic
Information Infrastructure of Spain (CODIIGE) and has been implemen-
ted via the creation of a number of Technical Working Groups. 
An important factor underlying the success of SDI implementation in
Spain has been the extent to which the public geospatial data produ-
cers have adopted data policies based on free and open access to
geographic information data and services for non commercial usage.
An IDEE Geoportal www/idee.es was established as long ago as 2004
as a shared initiative of public authorities supplying free and interopera-
ble geographic information based on the InSPIRE principles. This is the
gateway to access spatial data and services in the country. The national
geoportal is the main reference, but each partner is independent and
participates under the same conditions as the others. For example, almost
a billion service requests were made to the Catalonian geoportal
between 2010 and 2012. These included 244,972 requests for disco-
very services, 732,082,496 for viewing services, 261,878,706 for
download services, and 7923 for transformation services. 
The Spanish 2013 monitoring report is generally positive about InSPIRE

implementation even though it ends with some critical notes on work
that still needs to be done in regard to the operationalization of the orga-
nizational structures, the harmonization of the data and the education
of those responsible for providing the spatial data and services. InSPIRE

implementation by different agencies is also uneven, so that there is still
a need to continue tasks aimed at promoting and stimulating activities.

The United Kingdom
A UK Location Council was established in 2008 to oversee implemen-
tation of the UK Location Strategy in the UK including the InSPIRE Directive
(UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2013).  The
UK InSPIRE Compliance Board, led by the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), has had this responsibility since April
2013. It is made up of senior members of key agencies across gover-
nment assisted by an Architecture and Interope ra bility Board (AIB) of
technical experts from the broader community. A fe de rated approach
has been developed to work in collaboration across central and local
government as well as data providers. This also takes account of the
devolution of powers to northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
The UK wide SDI does not only hold InSPIRE data. It is part of a wider
government agenda that includes making public data more open and
more easily available, allowing citizens digitally to access all gover-
nment services. The UK’s open data initiative fosters the release of
public sector data under Open Government Licences. Public sector
bodies have registered nearly 10,000 datasets on the Government’s
website www.data.gov.uk of which about 10 per cent relate to loca-
tion. Currently about 15% of the data is available under the Open
Government Licence. All the na tional mapping agen cies that cover the UK
also have framework agreements with all the public sector bodies. Other
customers and partners use separate licences.
Good stakeholder cooperation is seen as the key to successful imple-
mentation, Data sharing be tween public authorities has been facilita-
ted by partnerships with organisations including the Local Government
Association and the Association for Geo graphic Information.
The development of network services in the UK is relatively new and
consequently uptake is still at a relatively low level. ne vertheless, the
majority of data is available through view services. The UK has also
decided not to implement a centralised transformation service, due to
the federated nature of data publishing in the UK and the domain spe-
cific nature of transformation.
The 2013 UK monitoring report is generally positive about the imple-
mentation of InSPIRE. It notes that a central infrastructure has been cre-
ated and milestones have been met. nevertheless, it is still early days
for InSPIRE implementation even though UK InSPIRE data is being publis-
hed and is being accessed. 

Croatia
Following the accession of the Republic of Croatia to the European Union,
the InSPIRE directive with its implementing rules became binding for the
Republic of Croatia as of 1 July 2013 (Crompvoets et al 2014). Croatia’s
national Spatial Data Infra structure Act dates from May 2013. It satisfies
the EU pre-accession obligations of the Republic of Croatia and transpo-
ses the InSPIRE Directive into Croatian legislation and also provides the
legal framework for the further development of the Croatian nSDI. 
The Act defines the coordination structure for the nSDI. Its governance
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structure is already in place and
includes several coordination
bodies, such as the nSDI-Council,
nSDI-Board and nSDI-Working
Groups which are already opera-
tional. Many stakeholders are
involved with clear roles and
responsibilities. Moreover, several
measures have been implemented
to facilitate the sharing of spatial
datasets and services including the establishment of the national geoportal
in September 2014 http://geoportal.nipp.hr.
Croatia is still very much in the early stages of nSDI implementation.
Consequently, hardly any information is available regarding the use of the
spatial datasets and services. Moreover, the use of the nSDI by the gener-
al public as well as the cross-border usage is still unknown. In addition, no
information about the costs or benefits of the nSDI to be implemented is
available. The nSDI Act includes several data sharing arrangements
among the public authorities. In addition, a working group on spatial data
sharing policies is working on a data sharing model adjusted to the natio -
nal conditions. 
Public use limitations/restrictions, the lack of skilled manpower and low
levels of nSDI awareness, licensing policy, and proper pricing and fun-
ding policies are the main barriers for data sharing in Croatia. Generally
speaking, the implementation of the nSDI in Croatia is well on track
given that the InSPIRE directive became only binding for the Republic in
2013 although several issues need more attention. For example, issues
related to data and service quality are still neglected. The establishment
of the nSDI is mainly supply driven and there is little knowledge about its
potential use and users. Efforts also need to be made to implement a
more user centric nSDI. Another concern is the funding of the nSDI as
there is no long-term strategy for a sustainable funding as yet.  

Issues emerging from the case studies
The four national case studies illustrate the range and diversity of appro-
aches that have been developed in the national member states to the
implementation of the InSPIRE Directive. They demonstrate that there is no
single blueprint for the development and implementation of national spa-
tial data infrastructures in Europe and that each country has to develop
an institutional framework that takes account of national circumstances
and the way in which existing administrative responsibilities for geograp-
hic information are distributed between the relevant agencies. In most
cases, however, it will also be necessary to create new kinds of agency.
This is reflected in the establishment of the Danish Geodata Agency,
CODIIGE in Spain and the UK InSPIRE Compliance Board. In Croatia the
State Geodetic Administration has created a special section to deal with
Spatial Data Infrastructure.
Another interesting feature of the case studies is the way in which they
deal with the subnational dimension of nSDI implementation. In Denmark
this takes the form of an association of 97 municipalities and the State
(FOT danmark) which ensures common public sector mapping across
different levels of administration. The Spanish IDEE reflects the extent to
which responsibilities have been delegated to the 17 autonomous com-
munities and two autonomous cities and the UK structure also reflects
the devolution of responsibilities to its four constituent parts: England,
northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. These features largely reflect the
reactively mature stage of SDI development in these countries. The posi-
tion in  Croatia is different in that the emphasis so far has been on deve-
loping central government SDI implementation structures and it is too

early to say how it these will be
implemented at the subnational
level.
There are also overlaps between
InSPIRE and matters relating to
open data and e-government in
Denmark and the UK. These sug-
gest that the benefits are being
recognised by a wide range of
public and private agencies and

that these are being translated into growth and innovation. In Spain,
there is a strong movement to open data but the financial crisis has slo-
wed this process down considerably. Open data is still in its infancy in
Croatia. It seems that there has to be a certain degree of nSDI-maturity
before initiatives related to open data can be launched successfully. 
The experiences of the four countries highlight the importance of geo-
portals for delivering spatial services (Geodata-info.dk, idée.es,
open.data.gov.uk, http://geoportal.nipp.hr.) Both Denmark and Spain
report a rapidly increasing use of geoportals in terms of data view and
discovery services as well as download facilities. The UK country report
talks in terms of a relatively low level of network services at the present
time but this must be seen from the standpoint of the data.gov.uk initiati-
ve.  The Croatian geoportal was launched in September 2014 and it is
too early to comment on its impacts. 

Conclusion
The findings of the four national case studies generally support those of
the InSPIRE mid- term review report (EEA 2014) which suggests that a lot
of progress has already been made towards the implementation of the
Directive. As a result the foundations of an InSPIRE infrastructure have
been put into place in Denmark, Spain and the UK. Even in Croatia the
foundations are beginning to be put into place. nevertheless it must also
be recognised that a lot of work still needs to be done to make InSPIRE

implementation fully operational at the national and sub national levels
and to iron out the unevenness in levels of participation and commit-
ment between the stakeholders involved. In countries such as Croatia
that are just starting to implement the provisions of the InSPIRE Directive
matters relating to funding and capacity building may also need to be
given special priority. 
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New satellites are being launched on a regular basis. This has recently included a
new GPS (IIF-8) and Glonass satellite (K1-2), which were launched in the last
quarter of 2014. In the last GNSS update the launch problems of the first two
Galileo Full Operational Capability (FOC) satellites were discussed. In this issue
the problem and the (partial) solution, which has been put into place over the
last couple of months, will be explored. By Huibert-Jan Lekkerkerk

Problem and Partial Solution

L
et’s first cast our minds back to August 22nd 2014 when two
Galileo satellites (FOC5 and FOC6) were launched from Kourou
in French Guyana on a Russian Soyuz Fregat rocket and subse-
quently failed to reach their design orbits. Instead of the inten-
ded circular orbit of 23.222 km above the earth’s surface, the

satellites ended up in an elliptical orbit bringing them to an altitude
between 13.713 and 25.900 km. An additional problem was that the
inclination of the satellites (angle with respect to the equator) was 6.3°
less than planned (56°). To make matters worse, on both satellites one
of the two solar panels had not deployed.

The cause!
Almost immediately after the problem occurred it was clear that it may
have had something to do with the Soyuz Fregat rocket, as the second
stage failed to operate. An inquiry board set-up by Arianespace identi-
fied the cause of the problem as a frozen fuel line, which caused a mis-
firing of the attitude control thrusters. 
A further root cause investigation indicated that the problem was not
the result of an assembly error, but rather a thermal design issue in the
Fregat fourth stage itself. As a result of the frozen fuel line the thrust
orientation of the main engine was in error, resulting in a heading error

that was outside the launcher’s correction limits. This caused the laun-
cher to veer off track.

The solution?
As well as making changes in the design of the Fregat launcher to prevent
the problem from reoccurring on subsequent launches, the main issue requi-
ring immediate attention was discovering the whereabouts of the two satel-
lites. The first action necessary was to deploy the solar panels. This was
done by rotating the satellites towards the sun as it was expected that part
of the problem was a frozen deployment mechanism. After deploying the
solar panel a further rescue mission was designed to change the orbit of
the satellites.

Over a period of 17 days and using a total of 11 manoeuvres FOC5 was
gradually shifted into a higher orbit. The resulting orbit is more circular
and has a minimum altitude of around 17.200 km. As a result of the new
orbit the navigation antenna can now be kept oriented towards the earth
instead of the sun making it possible to receive the navigation signals.
Furthermore the satellite now has a repeat period (overflying the same
location on earth) of 20 days, which is in sync with the regular Galileo
repeat pattern of 10 days. FOC6 should follow the same path later on.

GNSS  Upda te
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Incorrect orbit (red) and intended orbit (green) of Galileo FOC5 as seen from above (source: esa.int) Incorrect orbit (red) and intended orbit (green) of Galileo FOC5 as seen from the side (source: esa.int)



In short everything that
could be done to rescue the
satellite has been done. But
has it helped? Well, yes
and no. Signals are trans-
mitted and can be received.
An experiment performed
by the ESA has shown that
the signals can be used
together with other Galileo
signals in a position compu-
tation. That, however, does
not make using the satellites
entirely practical.

Unfortunately, the orbit parameters do not fit in the current Galileo navi-
gation message. This means that the satellite can only be tracked using
specific receivers which take the orbital parameters of FOC5 through a
specific download. 

GPS
In the United States a new rule posted by the Federal Com munications
Commission (FCC) states that international providers of GnSS signals
such as Glonass, Beidou and Galileo will need to apply for authoriza-
tion before their navigation signals can be legally used in the United
States. As a result manufacturers would also need to get their multi-con-
stellation receivers certified for USA use. 
Although this type of rule is not new, it is the first time it has been enfor-
ced by the USA. The effects of the new rule will probably be minimal
at first, with the main effect being that an unauthorized signal cannot
be protected from interference. Also other governments may apply the
same rule to GPS within their jurisdiction. Around the same time, a
trade agreement between China and the USA lifted the import tariffs
on GPS equipment being exported to, for example, China.

Glonass
The launch of the second Glonass K1 satellite in november 2014 marks
a step in the development of Glonass. The first K1 satellite was laun-
ched in 2011 and progress has been slow. Originally the K1 satellite
was supposed to be followed by the K2 satellite, but this has been
delayed due to sanctions restricting the delivery of components. nine
more Glonass-K1 satellites are planned. The advantage of the K-series
satellites over the current M-series is the incorporation of the civilian L3
CDMA signal, which is compatible with GPS and Galileo.

IRNSS
The Indian Regional navigation System (IRnSS) has been largely igno-
red during the past few years, but the system is gradually beginning to
emerge. Although this is not a global system, such as the ‘big four’, the

Indian Ocean region now has an almost fully functional system. Built
along the same principals as the original Compass system in China
(Inclined Geostationary and Geo stationary orbiting satellites) it recently
launched its third satellite (IRnSS-1C). A total of seven satellites (3 geo-
stationary and 4 inclined geostationary) are planned. The whole con-
stellation should be completed in 2015.

Augmentation
At times this GnSS update has discussed the main alternatives to
GnSS. This is and always has been Loran; an earth-bound radio posi-
tioning system that has its roots in WWII. On October 31st 2014 the
General Lighthouse Authorities of the UK and Ireland announced the
initial operational capability of the UK eLoran system in the north Sea
area. Full operational capability covering all major ports in the UK is
expected by 2019. The UK is the first country in the world to imple-
ment the eLoran system. 

In the USA there are rumours that they want to bring eLoran online as
a back-up for GPS. However, the US Coast Guard has been dismant-
ling their Loran-C stations systematically over the last few years. The
eLoran system is based on Loran-C but uses updated electronics.

Another augmentation to GnSS is the use of pseudolites; radio stations
that transmit GnSS like signals from a ground based transmitter. Usually
signals from pseudolites are relatively strong compared to those trans-
mitted from space as there are no power limitations to the ground based
pseudolites. As such some experts see pseudolites as endangering the
reception of normal GnSS signals. So far the use of pseudolites has
been limited, which has kept any interference to a minimum. A new set
of ECC reports (145 and 183) now recommend the use of indoor
pseudolites. What the impact will be is, as yet, uncertain. To be conti-
nued.

Huibert-Jan Lekkerkerk hlekkerkerk@geoinformatics.com is a freelance writer 
and trainer in the fields of positioning and hydrography. 
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Incremental change of FOC5 orbit to current orbit 
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Launch of GPS IIF-8 (source: astrowatch.net)

Layout of the Indian Region Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) (source: defenceforumindia.com)
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At this past summer’s FME International User Conference in vancouver, Safe’s co-foun-
ders, Don Murray and Dale Lutz highlighted in a presentation some exciting new capa-
bilities they hoped to include in FME 2015. IFC writing, support for Minecraft, more
streamlined integrations with cloud data sources and a brand new, more approachable
FME Server web interface were just some of the features they demonstrated. Now
that the new version is available, let´s see which FME 2015 resolutions Don and Dale
kept, and if they included anything unexpected.By Riley Greene

Safe Software´s FME 2015

IFC writing and BIM enhancements
Safe has been working on its BIM capabilities, particularly IFC wri-
ting, which allows models to be created by integrating other data
types like GIS.  This tool is officially available through FME 2015
along with enhancements to its support for reading BIM formats -
namely, IFC, Revit, and SketchUp - which allow users to easily extract
from these massive files only the data they need to complete their
task.
“Over the past few years, requests from our customers surrounding
BIM data have been popping up more and more frequently,” says
Dale. “With this release we’ve answered in a big way, particularly
with IFC writing which is a very complex task, and now it is ready
for users to start creating their own BIM models from aggregated
data.”

Minecraft support
Don and Dale announced their plans to enter into the world of
gaming engines, demonstrating a new Minecraft writer. After all, a
Minecraft scene is essentially a cluster of cubes similar in structure
to a point cloud - something FME is already adept at handling. Using
point cloud operators with the new writer, they showed how they

were able to load different data types into Minecraft. This new capa-
bility will give users the ability to build interactive 3D environments
with their data that they can share with their audience. not only is
Minecraft writing included in FME 2015, but also reading.

Improved web service connections
They expressed their excitement about web services and developing
FME tools that make it easier for the user to connect and work with
these data sources in the cloud. They outlined plans to make authen-
tication a smoother process, specifically with a new FME Workbench
feature that would allow users to define and save connection cre-
dentials locally, which they could reference from workspaces by the
connection’s name. The goal: no more passwords in work -
spaces.  They were careful not to promise this feature for FME 2015
but we can now say with certainty that it has been included along
with several other new and enhanced tools for integrating web ser-
vices with FME workflows. Examples are new transformers for con-
necting with online file storage systems, and overall improvements
to support for cloud mapping platforms like ArcGIS Online and
Google Maps Engine, including a new reader and writer for
CartoDB.
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Mt. Rainier depicted in Minecraft. Data was
written from a combination of arcGIS

Shapefile and DEM source data.

A  Look  a t  Wha t ’s  New



Microsoft SharePoint Lists
Acknowledging that Microsoft SharePoint is used by many of their
clients, Don and Dale discussed their recent work towards supporting
it. They saw this as vital step in their goal of expanding beyond spatial
data transformation and making FME a useful tool for all types of busi-
ness workflows. It appears they are moving closer to this goal by intro-
ducing support for SharePoint Lists, allowing users to integrate this
enterprise data and content management platform into their FME work-
flows.

New FME Desktop usability features
Candidates for new FME Desktop 2015 features were demonstrated
and the audience was polled to find out which ones they would most
like to see in the next release. The results are in and it looks like more
than one made the cut. Users will be able to take advantage of feature
type and transformer resizing, a tree-based undo tool that allows them
to easily move backwards and forwards in their workspace changes,
and object snapping to grids and guides. These changes, along with
others, create a more convenient workflow authoring experience.

A more approachable FME Server web interface
For FME Server 2015, they announced a completely revamped web
user interface that would extend its capabilities to a wider, and less
technical audience. They did not lie. The new and improved FME Server
web interface is here, featuring responsiveness and more intuitive tools
and terminology for configuring automated workflows and notification
services.  Administrative tasks are also executed more easily with sever-
al that are completely automated.

“We’ve really focused on enhancing the FME Server experience,
making changes that improve its usability and functionality, decreasing
the effort required on the part of the user,” says Murray.  “We want to
give our users more time to work with their data and come up with
new and exciting ways to use it and FME Server 2015, our most low-

maintenance and user-friendly version yet, is enabling us to do just
that.”

Other new capabilities
no release of FME would be complete without a few unexpected addi-
tions and FME 2015 has stayed true to form with several new capabi-
lities that had not yet been mentioned in any previews.

Esri ArcGIS 10.3
Any users of both ArcGIS and FME wishing to upgrade to the latest
version of Esri’s flagship software can do so without disrupting their
existing workflows by also adopting FME 2015. It includes not only
support for ArcGIS 10.3 but also Portal for ArcGIS 10.3 and ArcGIS
Server Feature Services. The latter two are big developments for ArcGIS
Online users as they can now access locally hosted feature services
through the cloud-based mapping platform.

JDBC and databases
Another intriguing new development in FME 2015 is read and write
support for JDBC.  This broadens FME’s support for databases to inclu-
de many more systems like SAP HAnA, neo4j, and Microsoft SQL
Server on Linux, to name a few.  Plus that web service named connec-
tion feature mentioned earlier also applies to database connections so
passwords will no longer be stored in database workspaces either.

Point clouds
FME 2015 has new and enhanced point cloud tools including read
support for CARIS CSAR and RIEGL 6.0 RDB, several new transformers
that broaden capabilities, and enhancements to existing tools that ens-
ure support for the latest versions point cloud formats and give users
more options for exploiting their potential.

FME 2015 has many other features that enable users to access additional data sources and destinations in
new ways, and work more efficiently. To learn more about these latest developments visit

www.safe.com/fme/whatsnew.
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FME Server’s brand new interface is easier
to use and features a responsive design

allowing access from mobile devices.



Smart City innovation relies on interconnectivity. Crucially this essential element is not
limited to technology, and uncertainty between the roles and rewards of potential 
stakeholders in complex endeavours does act as a barrier to investment. This does not
mean Smart City projects are unachievable, they just need ‘Smart’ ways to conceive,
fund, manage and assess them. Do combined property and transport infrastructure 
projects offer a model?By Ralph Diment

Transport Assets

W
hile there are many definitions of Smart Cities,
nearly all are constructed around innovative use of
information and communications technologies (ICT)
– coordinating a broad range of technological
assets and capabilities to deliver greater opera-

tional insight, efficiencies, levels of service and sustainability. Another
common thread in Smart Cities is the debate over the extent to which
its vision is more aspirational than attainable. 
There can indeed be serious challenges in moving from the art of the
possible to sustainable realisation. For example, the tension between
fast and accelerating IT cycles and the time needed to finance and deli-
ver major projects can lead to perceived investment risk. Additional
concerns are raised by the scale of investment, who should invest, and
who benefits. 

A dilemma for Smart City projects
Within a single commercial enterprise, decisions to invest in a ‘Smart’
project can be satisfied by conventional cost-benefit calculations, albeit
ones covering greater scope. In considering an advanced distribution
management systems infrastructure, an electric utility can aggregate

benefits identified across multiple functions, from greater efficiency of
field operations, to improved customer services, to enhance asset per-
formance.  However, as the scope of a Smart project broadens bey-
ond a single entity the beneficiaries and hence the proposition become
less clear. In complex, interconnected schemes benefits are realised by
more than one organisation, so who should invest and how much?
How do you determine delivery targets or apportion reward for finan-
cial risk?  
This uncertainty presents a dilemma for Smart City projects, which can
be too complex to lead as a commercial venture, but too large and
costly to deliver using conventional public sector project approach.
Frost &Sullivan’s Brian Cotton explains how combining infrastructure
investment with property development enables Hong Kong’s Mass
Transit Railway to offset capital costs with the income generated – a
policy called R+P (rail plus property). R+P can also be seen operating
in the aviation sector; the 2013 annual report of AnA, Portugal’s nation-
al airport operator, shows 25% of total revenue coming from non-avia-
tion activities. Cotton asks whether an extended version of the policy,
which he names R+P+D (digital), might provide a method of overco-
ming barriers that hamper investment in Smart City infrastructure. 
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London’s redeveloped St Pancras International station, terminal of the channel tunnel high-speed rail link, situated in one of the city’s strategic redevelopment areas.
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Transport for London (TfL)
As city populations continue to grow in size and density, so demand for
public transportation services rises, making urban transport hubs incre-
asingly valuable locations both in terms of capital assets and the com-
mercial opportunities such prime locations present. With 10 million pas-
senger journeys made on its network each day, Transport for London (TfL)
is ideally placed to apply R+P+D.  Its latest annual report shows income
of around a third of a billion dollars from rent and advertising in 2013,
and the business plan sees this growing substantially, “Work is under
way to double our commercial income. We have one of the largest pro-
perty portfolios in London and we are working to retain it, invest in it and
develop it in a way that provides much larger revenues”. As well as off-
setting some of the cost of travel, TfL is effectively planning based on
R+P+D, “Asset management and business development activity, coupled
with property develop-
ment, can generate more
than £2bn [$3.2bn US]
over the years of the plan,
while also transforming
the stations environment
and customer experien-
ce.”
Here it is not just about off-
setting cost, but also ena-
bling schemes to achieve
more than would be pos-
sible having multiple par-
ties consider aspect of an
opportunity in isolation.
A good illustration of mul-
tiple groups benefiting
from ‘Smart’ planning is
the partnerships TfL esta-
blished with commercial
telecom providers to bring Wi-Fi to nearly 200 of its Under ground and
Over ground stations. Connectivity provides a better environment for
customers – people expect to have Wi-Fi - but it also improves their tra-
vel experience through access to TfL’s real-time travel information servi-
ces. The same infrastructure can also support mobile business tools for
TfL employees, such asset inspection apps that boost the accuracy and
currency of operational data.  TfL also promotes open data feeds “to sti-
mulate the travel apps market” by encouraging third-party developers to
integrate real-time TfL travel data with other sources. 

Sites offering commercial opportunities
As well as bottom-up, incremental enhancement to infrastructure and
services, R+P+D can also provide the catalyst and mechanism for radi-
cal, top-down transformation, particularly by offering clearer proposi-
tions for external investors. As cities develop, suburbs grow, land uses
change, and functional centres shift – and land values along with them.
Transportation agencies can find they hold large sites in what have
become prime locations, providing both a space and opportunity to
drive structural change. 
Property developer Capital & Counties PLC and TfL recently established
a joint venture partnership to enable the redevelopment of Earls Court,
a substantial site that takes in the eponymous exhibition hall and TfL’s
own Lillie Bridge transport depot.  At a level above TfL, the Mayor of
London’s long term development strategy, Vision 2020 maps out 33
coordinated, large-scale, transformational “Opportunity Areas” as vehi-

cles to drive regeneration. The sites offer commercial opportunities sup-
ported by and, in many cases, partially enabled by transportation
infrastructure. Unquestionably the most significant area is the one
encompassing the Euston and King’s Cross-St Pancras stations to create
a new technology hub with 25,000 jobs, a new university campus,
1,900 homes and Google’s new billion dollar UK headquarters.  From
the perspective of R+P+D, this commercial investment and economic
growth is both encouraged by and in-part enabling substantial infrast-
ructure investment, in this example three rail mega projects (Crossrail,
High Speed 1 and 2) which will form “the UK’s largest mega rail hub”.
Crossrail, Europe’s largest rail infrastructure project, is expected to
generate £42bn ($67bn US) for the UK economy. It will expand the
capacity of London’s rail network by 10 per cent, reducing congestion
on existing services while giving 1.5 million additional people direct

fast links to the heart of the
Capital. Completed at the
end of 2007, High Speed
1 provides a dedicated
link to the Channel Tunnel,
connecting Lon don and
the UK to the continental
European rail network.
£16bn is now being inves-
ted in High Speed 2 to link
eight of the UK’s 10 large-
st cities and serve one in
five of its population. The
route will free up capacity
on existing rail and road
network for passengers
and freight, “generate
jobs and help rebalance
the economy between
north and south.”

Knowing what you own and where
Because of their interconnected nature, Smart City projects can repre-
sent a significant departure from conventional modes of working, pla-
cing new and demands on the public sector - the lead role in selling a
vision, collaboration between agencies and with the private sector, and
the potential for vast budgets and substantial change to urban environ-
ments - all of which require heightened levels of coordination, transpa-
rency and public engagement.
Since property plays such a central role it is essential to know what you
own and where. TfL recently invested in a cloud hosted property asset
register that will help it maintain a central, authoritative definition of its
holdings and share the information across TfL and other members of the
Greater London Authority. For transparency it is also important for the
public to know what assets public bodies hold, how resources are used,
and why.  TfL operates a consultation hub to gather the views of the
public on every aspect of their work, from major projects and policy, to
changes to bus routes and payment mechanisms. It also publishes infor-
mation on contracts it has let and all expenditure above £250. Soon,
this will also include details of its real estate holdings which will be
published from the corporate property asset register.

The need for information systems
Large schemes will invariably involve land and property that falls outs-
ide of current holdings and so require a significant acquisition pro-
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a screen shot of the public access view of Transport For London’s property asset register showing details of land they hold, showing land
interests around Earl’s Court.
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gramme. Land acquisition for major projects is complex and time con-
suming; securing rights over thousands of titles and interests, separating
the required portions into a new title for the scheme and disposing of
surpluses. More than just recording land holdings, organisations need
robust and efficient processes to avoid costly issues with regard to sche-
dule, budget and even the viability of a project. Information systems can
enhance the efficiency and accuracy of work and enable projects to
track progress, identify potential issues and provide transparency. 

Efficient and accurate processing of title also saves time and money.
Timely access to land for construction purposes is essential to avoid
costly downtime for civil engineering contractors.  Ensuring title is secu-
red for 100 per cent of the scheme avoids problems emerging after
and even during construction. Faster processing of title also allows sur-
plus land assets to be sold sooner, releasing capital tied-up in unwan-
ted land. The potential scale and complexity can be seen in High Speed
1, which had to process close to 7,000 land parcels in an area of
28.5 sq km (11 sq Miles) in order to secure the final project footprint
of 6.4 sq km (2.5 sq miles). The initial much larger area was necessa-
ry to secure the land for the rail corridor (existing land parcels overlap-
ping with the scheme obviously extend beyond its boundaries), but also

to manage covenants to prevent activities on neighbouring land that
could conflict with the scheme. An advanced land information system
fulfilled these requirements on High Speed 1 enabling to complete the
lease and dispose of surplus lands.  

So does the concept of R+P+D stand up?  Clearly the ‘Smart Cities’
vision is not only reliant on the interconnected operation of ICT, but
also interconnection with respect to long term vision, planning and
finance.  Perhaps its biggest challenge is encouraging a range of stake
holders (both public and private) to participate in a larger enterprise,
which they would not consider if left to themselves. This does not mean
Smart City projects are unachievable, they just need ‘Smart’ ways to
conceive, fund, manage and assess them and, as seen in Hong Kong
and London, R+P+D could enable public sector bodies to drive major
infrastructure investments. 

a graduate of the University of London, Ralph has more than 25 years’ experience in geospatial technology. During 20
years with Intergraph, his roles have spanned implementation in government, transportation and defence, business deve-
lopment in telecommunications and technical marketing. He is currently a member of Intergraph’s global marketing func-

tion, responsible for developing content and programmes. Prior to joining Intergraph, he worked in the GIS unit of
CH2MHill, supporting major infrastructure and environmental projects around the world.





L
iDAR 2015 will be held Tuesday, May
5 through Thursday, May 7 in Hong
Kong,  and  Thursday, May 7 and
Friday, May 8 in Guang zhou (Canton),
China.

Take part in brand new RIEGL hard and soft-
ware introductions, experience captivating
keynotes and presentations from industry
experts, meet with other members from the
worldwide RIEGL community, and join for exci-
ting social and networking events in the spec-
tacular sur rounding of two vibrant mega cities!

RIEGL chose to host this unique concept of a
dual conference for a multitude of factors. The
first factor is the announcement of RIEGl’s new
office in Beijing, RIEGL China. The second
being that Asia, especially China, is one of
the fastest growing markets for RIEGL. Hosting
these dual conferences will make it more con-
venient and easier for our users and potential
users to attend. 
Hong Kong is a perfect location for our inter-
national users and potential users, including
mainland China, due to the accessibility.

Hong Kong is a vibrant world city and one of
the world’s important financial and business
hubs, with no visa requirements to visit for
most countries. Guangzhou is also a perfect
regional location for the many expected
Chinese users and potential users.
Guangzhou, formerly known as Canton, is an
emerging technological city in China and the
production site of many high-tech products.

“To meet the growing demand of our pro-
ducts in China, we’ve opened a new RIEGL
CHInA office in Beijing last spring. To
recognize this development, we will hold
our next user conference in China. We look
forward to welcoming our international and
Chinese community to the spectacular cities
of Hong Kong and Guangzhou!” said
Johannes Riegl Jr., RIEGL Chief Marketing
Officer.

RIEGL is putting together a diverse and exci-
ting agenda for RIEGL LiDAR 2015, proving
the broad usage of RIEGL LiDAR equipment
in applications such as airborne scanning,
bathymetry, UAV scanning, terrestrial scan-

ning, mining, forensics, archaeology, mobi-
le scanning, railway scanning, and more.
The RIEGL LiDAR 2015 user conference will
focus on user presentations reporting on pro-
jects using RIEGL LiDAR equipment, scienti-
fic, and partner presentations, as well as on
latest developments and product news from
RIEGL.

RIEGL is inviting their users to  submit abs-
tracts now on their projects using RIEGL LiDAR
equipment. If you are interested in presenting
at the Hong Kong and/or Guangzhou confe-
rences, please visit www.riegllidar.com for
more information on how to submit your abs-
tract! 
RIEGL is proud to announce that Esri will be
exclusive Platinum Sponsor of RIEGL LiDAR
2015! Other confirmed sponsors include
Gold Sponsors Applanix, Flying-Cam, and
Trimble, Silver Sponsors 3D Laser Mapping,
Airborne Hydro Mapping, PhaseOne Aerial,
and Bronze Sponsors Certainty 3D, Cyark,
Aeroscout, technet-rail, Dream TnS/Point -
shape. The sponsors will be exhibiting their
exciting products and projects showcasing

Following the exceptional success of RIEGL LiDAR 2013, which was held in vienna, Austria, 
RIEGL has announced their next user conference, RIEGL LiDAR 2015. RIEGL LiDAR 2015 is going to 

be one conference held in two exciting locations. RIEGL 

One Conference in Two Locations!
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Hong Kong



their partnerships with RIEGL during both the
Hong Kong and Guangzhou conferences.

RIEGL is also pleased to announce its first key-
note speaker  for  RIEGL  LiDAR 2015:  Mr.
Lawrie Jordan, Director of Imagery from Esri,
with over thirty years of experience as a
leader in the field of image processing and
remote sensing.

Make use of the unique opportunity to present
your products and services to the world -
wide RIEGL community. Sponsorship opportuni-
ties are still available for RIEGL LIDAR 2015! If
you are interested in becoming a sponsor for
RIEGL LIDAR 2015, please contact Silvia Zaiser
at szaiser@riegl.com for more information. 
The Hong Kong registration website is now open! Please visit www.riegllidar.com and fol-

low the Hong Kong link for
registration. We have diffe-
rent registration options to
fit all of your needs for the
conferences. If you have
any questions about regist-
ration, please contact Jillian
Kreider at jkreider@rieglu-
sa.com. 
We are also currently offe-
ring a combination regist-

ration and hotel package for our Hong Kong
and Guangzhou conference host hotels, the
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong and the Hilton
Guangzhou Tianhe. Please visit www.rieglli-
dar.com for more information and to sign up
for this great deal!
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We are looking forward to welcoming you all to RIEGL LiDAR 2015!

Guangzhou

RIEGL LIDaR 2013 Opening Ceremony

RIEGL RiCOPTER
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In 2014 we saw both GIS advancement and
self-examination. Mobile technology, fed by
data and services in the cloud, has put location

on the tips of many tongues. Ever more location
based questions were being asked. This new
demand is pushing the (niche) GIS industry to rein-
vent itself. To become a mainstream technology.
As a result we saw in 2014 a more polarised GIS
sector. On one end traditional GIS, or business
as usual. On the other emerging GIS; the wild
west of GIS: uncharted, rule free, a little scary,
but filled with opportunities. We also began to
see discussions on these changes, challenges and
opportunities.

So what about 2015? Below are my top six pre-
dictions.

1. More players will enter the GIS market
That equates to greater competition, new ideas
and approaches. In an expanding sector this is
natural and healthy. For established GIS compa-
nies, this is both an opportunity, and threat.
Embracing change will be the key to their success
in 2015. 

2. Increasing emphasis and focus from the
key GIS vendors on emerging GIS
Consumer GIS, business GIS, GIS for marketing
and advertising, location analytics. These are but
a few of the newly emerging, in demand areas
for location technology. 2015 will see a much gre-
ater emphasis put on these new emerging appli-
cations of location technology, with mobile at the
very heart of these advances.

3. A flood of new ideas and applications of
location technology
I'll pick on three examples from 2014 which I
thought were excellent new spatial ideas.
What3words have taken a new look at addres-
sing. By breaking the world up into 3 m squares,
and providing a 3 word address for each square,
they have built a universal addressing system.
WebMapSolutions is located at occupiers.break-
downs.blazed. With Uber you can get a taxi, pri-
vate car or rideshare from your mobile phone.
Theirs is a system and app driven by spatial tech-
nology, and a huge disruption to the traditional
taxi paradigm. GISi are doing some super inte-
resting work with mobile indoor GIS. We will see
more of these types of new disruptive workflows
driven by location technology in 2015.

4. Increasing emphasis on Integration
Dare we say 'playing nicely with others". 2015
will see a flood of GIS integrations with other sys-
tems. There is a huge interest now in leveraging
the power of GIS to help to run business'.
Traditional business systems and platforms provi-
de very limited location based insight. That will
begin to change in 2015. Mobile will be at the
core of these integrations. As an example, we
have been in discussion with SAP on how to com-
bine data pulled from SAP with ArcGIS. These
types of integration, which run on all mobile plat-
forms and devices, will be far more popular this
year.

5. Greater focus on Simplicity
GIS is confusing. Combine that with mobile - many
different platforms (iOS, Android, Windows), and
device types (smartphones, tablets, phablets) - and
you have a world of complexity. 2015 will see a
much greater focus put on simplicity. In hiding the
complexity and providing organizations and users
simple, intuitive solutions. 
Complexity needs to be broken down in manage-
able parts. Starting with the plumbing (data and
platform) before designing and planning the
application. In 2015 GIS companies will work
harder on putting processes and structure in place
to simplify the complexity. 

6. More and better mobile GIS Applications
At the end of the day location technology and GIS
provide users new tools for use in and outside of
work. We see a wave of new and better mobile
GIS applications being built in 2015 which are: 

1. Simple and intuitive. no more complex GIS-
centric, tool filled applications.

2. Accessible, and use-able by everybody.
3. Configurable and extensible. A single applica-

tion which can be easily altered.
4. Cross platform and cross device. All GIS appli-

cation will be use-able on any device: PC,
smartphone or tablet.  

5. Provide disconnected capabilities.

As GIS starts to truly find its feet and adapt to
these unique times, I believe 2015 will be a
ground year.  

GIS in 2014 and 2015 Predictions
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Matt Sheehan is Principal and Senior
Developer at WebmapSolutions. 

The company build location focused
mobile applications for GIS, mapping
and location based services (LBS). 

Matt can be reached at
matt@webmapsolutions.com. 



EuroGeographics has announced four new
Chairs for its Knowledge Exchange Network

(KEN) of industry experts.

New Cha i r s  Named  o f  Know ledge  Ex change  Ne two rk s  
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EuroGeographics
Newsletter

G
nSS specialist, Artur Oruba from the Head Office of
Geodesy and Cartography, Poland has been named chair
of the newly-established Positioning KEn. Mr Aruba has
extensive geodetic experience, having been part of the team
developing Poland’s multifunctional precise satellite positio-

ning system ASG-EUPOS. Since 2012, he has led the international European
Position Determination System (EUPOS) initiative.

He said: “I am very excited to be part of this new KEn which provides a
European platform for networking, sharing best practice and exchanging
expertise on GnSS positioning. One of our key aims is to work closely with
EUPOS, the IAG Reference Frame Sub Com mission for Europe (EUREF) and
the Council of European Geodetic Surveyors (CLGE) to create the uniform
GnSS augmentation service for Europe.”

newly-elected Chairman of EuroGeographics’ Business Inter operability
KEn, Ashley Wright is a Licence Consultant at Ordnance Survey where he
has been part of the pricing and licensing team for the past seven years.
Working with both the public and commercial sectors, he has extensive
experience in derived data, collective agreements, service, project and pro-
gramme management.

“I am looking forward to developing a working group to which all mem-
bers can contribute and approach for advice on best practice,” Mr Wright
said. “Our intention is to offer a member-focused forum that is open to dis-
cussion and investigation of issues being faced by all national mapping,
cadastral and land registry authorities.”

Strengthening communications between the task forces operating within the
Policy KEn is a key focus for its new Chair, Dominik Kopczewski. For the
past six years Mr Kopczewski, who is Coordinator of International Relations
at the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography, Poland, has been an acti-
ve EuroGeographics permanent correspondent.

Encouraging greater involvement of EuroGeographics’ members in Policy
KEn activities and strengthening its communication with other KEn’s is a
key focus for its new Chair, Dominik Kopczewski. For the past six years Mr
Kopczewski, who is Coordinator of International Relations at the Head
Office of Geodesy and Cartography, Poland, has been an active
EuroGeographics permanent correspondent.

He commented: “This role, well as my involvement in a number of interna-
tional projects has given me an insight into a wide range of policy develop-
ments and I hope to engage more members by including topics of regional
relevance. As Chair of the Policy KEn,  I will help to coordinate the work of
our Copernicus, PSI and Digital Agenda task forces whilst also ensuring
that we continue to track relevant European and global policies, as well as
initiatives from non-governmental organisations and private sectors.”

EuroGeographics’ State Boundaries of Europe project has now become a
specialist KEn chaired by Delphine Maréchal, an advisor at the General
Administration of Patrimonial Documentation in Belgium. Members are par-
ticularly focused on links with the European Location Framework (ELF) Project
and international boundaries.

EuroGeographics’ KEns provide an open forum for its members and invi-
ted experts. Each focuses on an area of particular interest for national
Mapping, Land Registry and Cadastral Authorities. 

To find out more about EuroGeographics, please visit www.eurogeographics.org. 
To see our members’ geographical information in action, please visit our showcase at www.youtube.com/euroge-
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Here, CLGE publishes a national report presented by Torben Juulsager and Henning Elmstroem from
Denmark. In this first edition they give an overall presentation of Denmark’s digital approach and stress
the need for good quality basic data for everyone. In our next edition they will develop their explanation
of the process behind the policy and the importance of Real Property and Geographical data.

Torben Juulsager, President of the Danish Association of Licensed Surveyors, CLGE Delegate

Good Quality and Free Basic Data for everyone:

“A driver for growth and efficiency”

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 eGovernment Strategy – Background

“The eGovernment Strategy 2011-2015 – The digital path to future
welfare” was drafted by the Danish Government in 2011 as a com-
mon strategical and economical agreement within the Danish
Regions and Local Government of Denmark. The strategy introduces
the development of new digital solutions and a more efficient use of
existing ones as tools to improve growth and future welfare. 

Two priority main thrusts will pave the way to the overall objective
• A more efficient public administration: Accelerate the

adoption of and optimize digital solutions in the public sector 
• A basis for growth in the private sector: Simplified digi-

tal dialogue with the public sector and free use of basic data

Due to significant investments and developments, the central govern-
ment sector will be the driving force in the realization phase, but
this will be in close cooperation with the private sector. There are
high expectations for an innovative interaction between the public
sector and the private sector, which will result in the creation of a
positive synergy, with a view to increasing growth and business
advantage for Danish companies.

1.2 Three main objectives

The strategy is divided into three main tracks, each with different
areas and targets:
• Track 1 No more printed forms or letters: Digital point

of contact between the public sector and citizens and companies
• Track 2 New digital welfare: Good public service does not

necessarily require  face-to-face contact; digital solutions can in
many cases provide a more modern and effective service

• Track 3 Digital solutions for closer collaboration: Public
sector authorities are required to use all relevant public sector
data and solutions to promote reuse of data and to avoid the
development of parallel systems

1.3 Selected focus areas – from a geodata perspective

In particular, Track 3 “Digital solutions for closer collaboration” is of
interest to the geodata sector and especially the four underlying
focus areas with related initiatives:
• Area 1 Robust digital infrastructure: A shared digital

infrastructure that is safe and sufficiently robust to meet future
requirements

• Area 2 Shared core data for all authorities: Effective
and reliable sharing of core data between authorities

• Area 3 Legislation in support of digital services:
Legislation adapted to the opportunities and challenges of a dig-
italized society

• Area 4 Effective management of eGovernment: Stronger
coordination of public sector digitization
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The three main tracks in the Danish eGovernment Strategy



2 GOOD BASIC DATA FOR EvERYONE

2.1 The Basic Data Program – Background

In order to realize the objectives of Track 3 in the eGovernment
Strategy, the Danish Government and Local Government Denmark
launched, in 2012, a separate Basic Data Program of political and
economic cooperation as a part of the strategy entitled “Good Basic
Data for everyone – a driver for growth and efficiency”.

Basic data, such as personal data, business data, real property data,
address data and geographic data, is the core data authorities reg-
ister and use in their daily administration and management. High-
quality basic data is an essential foundation on which public author-
ities can perform their tasks properly and efficiently in order to gain
benefit from digitization.

January/February  2015
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Initiated by the Dutch Geo Employment Market Foundation (SAGEO), GeoSkills
Plus is an European Leonardo project aiming to match labour market needs with
the geo education offer. Here we report about the second workshop that was
organised in Sofia (BG) by the international consortium.

Paula Dijkstra, Project Manager

GeoSkills Plus under construction

F
rom 27th to 29th October 2014, the
project team of GeoSkills Plus met in
Sofia, Bulgaria, for its 2nd workshop.
The GeoSkills Plus project is an ambi-

tious project aiming to match labour market
needs with the geo education offerings in
Europe. In order to address this issue, a con-
sortium was formed by partners from Belgium,
Bulgarian, Lithuania, the nether lands and two
European branch organizations, CLGE and
EuroGeo.

The aim of this two-year project is to enable
European countries to exchange best practices
and innovation with each other regarding the
mismatch between Europe’s geospatial voca-
tional education and training and the geospa-
tial labour market. The project is divided into
5 work packages. The first three focus on the

challenges, best practices and innovations in
Europe. The other 2 work packages are relat-
ed to the dissemination of the project results
and project management. Below the themes
of work package 1, 2 and 3 are described:
• Cooperation Model: Who are the key

players required to take responsibility in
order to improve the geospatial labour
market?

• Bridging the Gap: What are the chal-
lenges faced in order to meet the needs
of the labour market?

• Raising Awareness: What has been
done so far in Europe?

The main aim of the 2nd workshop was to
inform the national Bulgarian stakeholders
about the opportunities the GeoSkills+ pro-
ject is creating and to discuss the prelimi-
nary results of the work packages. 

The Golden Pyramid 
For Work Package 1, Jean-Yves Pirlot and
Wim Broes, Belgium, gave a presentation
about the results achieved within their team,
concentrating on the description of suited
Cooperation Models.

Three outcomes were proposed to be 
adopted in Sofia:
• The Dutch cooperation mode is based on a

“Golden Triangle”, uniting the GI-business
sector, the Academic World and the
Governmental bodies. It was decided to
add a summit consisting of the professional
associations, chambers, etc. Moreover, it
was stressed that the whole project has to
be oriented towards two additional stake-
holders: potential candidates and the
Society or the Customers. It was proposed

Basic Data
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to add them into the “Golden Pyramid”;
candidates inside the pyramid, the
Environment outside.

• With an eye on future expansion to the
ongoing project, it was also decided to sug-
gest the creation of a pyramid at the
European level. Of course, educational mat-
ters are the concern of the member state or
sometimes regional level issues. However,
a shadow pyramid at the European level
was recognized as useful.

• The project has also shown that it is impor-
tant to speak about Vocational Education
and Training at all levels of the GI profes-
sion: Technician (Upper Secondary VET),
Bachelor and Master.

The goal is to bring together the Geo commu-
nity and its stakeholders in a structural way.
Informal contacts exist all over Europe, but for-
malized approaches are lacking and this
causes far from optimal outcomes. It’s obvious
that a structural cooperation within the
“Golden Pyramid” will lead to a better under-
standing between the participants, an
increase in job matching and employability,
as well as the development of overall cooper-
ation, based on innovative practices.
The Dynamic Professional Knowledge Base,
under construction by CLGE, can definitely be
used as part of the current Geoskills Plus pro-
ject, as well as for further expansion. The
database was presented during the workshop.
The other partners were urged to fill in the
database or to check the current entries.
During the workshop it was stressed that you
need human and financial resources to get this
Golden Pyramid up and running. Based on
the Dutch experience, it is of utmost impor-
tance to start with the human resources and
to address the financial questions in a second
phase. Think big, start small.
The workshop also resulted in very lively dis-
cussions during which the Bulgarian partner
was able to explain many details about their
current situation.

State of play in Bulgaria
For Work Package 2 GCCA (the Bulgarian
Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agen -
cy) teamed up with educational experts for the
activities. The experts were representatives at
university level of architecture, civil engineer-
ing and geodesy in Sofia, Bulgaria. Their
team included Assoc. Kostadin Kostadinov
and Assoc. Todor Kostadinov, both of whom
have been teachers in the university and have
accumulated a great deal of experience in the
field of Geodesy and related subjects. 

Their directive was to create suitable question-
naires in order to define the current status of
students in the technical schools (secondary
education) and in the universities (higher edu-
cation). They prepared an additional survey,
which aimed to define the gap between
schools and the world of work. Schools and
geodetic companies in three major cities in
Bulgaria, Sofia, Plovdiv and Stara Zagora,
were visited and, after the surveys were con-
ducted, there was enough information avail-
able to develop reports about the current situ-
ation in Bulgaria and to identify key issues in
the field of education, business and state
administration. It became apparent that in
order to create a sustainable “pyramid”, the
relationship between state administration,
schools, associations and businesses needs to
be improved.
During the workshop in Sofia Assoc. Todor
Kostadinov presented his results to GCCA, the
project partners and other participants at the
event from local organizations, representatives
from schools and stakeholders.

Two presentations were prepared, which sum-
marized the information collected from the sur-
veys. These are shown below:
Cooperation and differences between educa-
tion and geodetic practice in Bulgaria;
Vocational Education and Training in geodesy
in Bulgaria.  

Defining the Gap
For Work Package 3 – Arunas Buga, Lithua -
nia, gave a presentation about the results
achiev ed from the team from Vilnius Ge -
diminas Technical University. VGTU carried
out a study and defined the gap as a combi-
nation of a number of mismatches:
• Imbalance between the number of students

and demand from the labour market,
• Discrepancy between expectations of the

job market (employers) and students’ pro-
fessional abilities (qualification, knowledge,
practical skills etc.), (lack of motivation for
life learning)

• Variance between  fast technological devel-
opment and a delay in the improvement of
study curriculums,

• Dissonance between narrow geo-special-
ized study programmes and multi-disci-
plinary needs of market

• Inadequacy between locally educated stu-
dents and internationally widening market
(internationalization of the geo-market).

• VGTU (Vilniaus Gedimino technikos univer-
sitetas) is working on and asking partners

for contributions in:
• Identification of stakeholders involved in the

Geo employment sector.
• Identification of gaps between the supply of

GEO jobs and the demand for qualified
graduates in every country involved in
GeoSkills+ project:

• Completion of the survey among GEO jobs
suppliers and pre-graduates (bachelor and
master degree) in every country taking part
in the project

By using the Analytic Hierarchy Process a hier-
archy of gap origin factors was suggested.
The factors leading to the gap were divided
into three main components: factors depen-
dent from GEO market, external factors and
factors dependent on the education system.
Later these three components were split into 4
sections. The accumulation of all these factors
are creating an impact on gap origin and
progress. Lithuanian experts using the Analytic
Hierarchy Process performed pair-wise com-
parison of the factors listed in the created
questionnaire. Project partners from Belgium,
Bulgaria and the netherlands were sent the
questionnaire and asked to fill in it for their
countries. 

3rd Workshop in vilnius (Lithuania)
The results of the 2nd workshop and the sub-
sequent reports will be used to define imple-
mentation plans for each of the partner coun-
tries.  These plans will contain steps on how
the pyramid model can be established and
how the gaps can be bridged, with aware-
ness-raising examples from the partner coun-
tries as well as other European countries.
During the 3rd workshop, the first results from
the implementation plans in Lithuania,
Belgium, Bulgaria and the netherlands will be
presented. The 3rd workshop will take place
in the first week of May and it will be hosted
by VGTU in Vilnius Lithuania. 
The dissemination partners in the project,
CLGE and EuroGeo, will ensure that the results
of this project are not limited to the countries
involved. Furthermore, the project will be pre-
sented during several international confer-
ences and meetings and the first results will
be discussed. 
All project partners are committed to con-
tributing to a better understanding between
the requirements of the labour market and the
skills of the graduates with a geospatial back-
ground in Europe.
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www.riegllidar.com

RIEGL

International User Conference
Terrestrial   Airborne   Mobile   Unmanned   Industrial

LIDAR 2015

Register now!

Early Bird Registration until January 31, 2015

www.riegllidar.com

Join us for the third RIEGL International User Conference in May 2015!

The conference will cover terrestrial, airborne, mobile, unmanned and industrial laser scanning
applications. Choose to participate in Hong Kong (May 5 through 7), Guangzhou (May 7 and 8) or 
both locations!

One conference in two exciting locations!

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

Stay connected with RIEGL 

»  Experience the future of LiDAR technology

»  See and hear about the latest 
RIEGL hard- and software products

»  Attend captivating keynotes, presentations 
and workshops from industry experts

»  Meet with members of the worldwide RIEGL community

Hong Kong | Guangzhou, China

May 5 - 8, 2015



04-06 February TUSExpo 2015
World Forum, The Hague
Internet: http://tusexpo.com

05 February Unmanned Cargo Conference
World Forum, The Hague, The netherlands
Internet: www.ucaconference.com

11-12 February European Roads GIS Summit
Lisbon, Portugal
Internet: www.esri.com/events/europeanroads-summit

25-27 February 3D-ARCH'2015 6th International
Workshop
Avila, Spain
Internet: www.3d-arch.org

02-05 March GIS/CAMA 2015 Technologies
Conference
Oklahoma City, OK, U.S.A.
Internet: www.urisa.org/gis-cama-technologies-conference

03-04 March AUVSI's Unmanned Systems Europe
2015
Crowne Plaza Brussels, Brussels, Belgium
Internet: www.auvsi.org/UnmannedSystemsEurope/home

03-05 March Geospatial Advancement Canada 2015
Ottawa, On, Canada
Internet: www.geospatialcanada.com

04-06 March CEGeoIC 2015
Hotel and Convention Center 'Cosmos 100', Bogota,
Colombia
Internet: http://CEGeoIC2015.net

10-13 March Esri Developer Summit (DevSummit)
Palm Springs Convention Center, Palm Springs, CA, U.S.A.
Internet: www.esri.com/events/devsummit

18-19 March Network Analysis using GIS
newcastle University, newcastle, U.K.
Internet: www.ncl.ac.uk/cegs.cpd/cpd/netanalysis.php

25-27 March Photogrammetric Image Analysis
(PIA15) and High-Resolution Earth Imaging for
Geospatial Information (HRIGI15)
Munich, Germany
Internet: www.pia15.tum.de

30 March-01 April JOINT URBAN REMOTE SENSING EVENT

(JURSE)
EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: contact@jurse2015.org 
Internet: http://jurse2015.org

01-05 April Geo-Tunis 2015
Hammamet, Tunis
Internet: www.geotunis.org

14 April FME 2015 World Tour
Munich, Germany
Internet: www.fme-wt.de

15 April FME 2015 World Tour
Berlin, Germany
Internet: www.fme-wt.de

14-16 april 9th EARSeL SIG Imaging Spectroscopy
workshop
Luxembourg 
Internet: www.earsel2015.com

15-17 April III International GIS-Forum "Integrated
Geospatial Solutions  - The Future of Information
Technologies"
Atlas Park-Hotel, Moscow, Russia
Internet: http://sovzondconference.ru/2015/rus

20 April FME 2015 World Tour
Barcelona, Spain
Internet: www.fme-wt.es

20-22 April Interexpo GEO-Siberia 2015
novosibirsk Expo Centre, Russia
Internet: http://expo-geo.ru/event/27_Interexpo-GEO-Siberia-
2013

20-25 April The World Cadastre Summit, Congress &
Exhibition (WCS-CE)
Istanbul, Turkey
Internet: http://wcadastre.org/page/45-en-home

21 April FME 2015 World Tour
Madrid, Spain
Internet: www.fme-wt.es

21-25 April AAG Annual Meeting 2015
Chicago, IL, U.S.A.
Internet: www.aag.org/annualmeeting

22 April FME 2015 World Tour
Cologne, Germany
Internet: www.fme-wt.de

22-24 April UDMS 2015 - 30TH URBAN DATA

MANAGEMENT SyMPOSIUM

University Ghent, Ghent, Belgium
Internet: www.udms.net

23 April FME 2015 World Tour
Frankfurt, Germany
Internet: www.fme-wt.de

24 April Skytech 2015 UAV Conference and
Exhibition
Business Design Centre, London, U.K.
Internet: www.skytechevent.com

28-30 April GISTAM 2015
Barcelona, Spain
Internet: www.gistam.org

04-08 May ASPRS 2015 Annual Conference
Tampa Bay Marriott Waterside Hotel, Tampa, FL, U.S.A. 
Internet: www.asprs.org

05-08 May RIEGL LIDAR 2015 International User
Conference
Hong Kong and Guangzhou, China
Internet: www.riegl.com

11-15 May 36th International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment - ISRSE 2015
Berlin, Germany
Internet: www.isrse36.org

12 May FME World Tour 2015
London, U.K.
Internet: http://1spatial.com/events/fme-world-tour

14 May FME World Tour 2015
Cardiff, U.K.
Internet: http://1spatial.com/events/fme-world-tour

17-21 May FIG Working Week 2015
Congress Centre Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria
Internet: www.fig.net/fig2015

19 May FME World Tour 2015
Leeds, U.K.
Internet: http://1spatial.com/events/fme-world-tour

19-20 May WVGA User Conference 2015
Literaturhaus, Munich, Germany
Internet: http://euspaceimaging.us5.list-manage.com/sub-
scribe?u=afbe993ce225d71274b8f371b&id=e6b3f18f8e

21 May FME World Tour 2015
Edinburgh, U.K.
Internet: http://1spatial.com/events/fme-world-tour

21-22 May EUROGEO Conference 2015
Ankara, Turkey
Internet: www.eurogeography.eu/2015-meeting-and-confer-
ence

24-29 May INSPIRE and Geospatial World Forum
2015 Conference
Lisbon, Portugal
Internet: www.geospatialworldforum.org

27–28 May GEO Business 2015
Business Design Centre, London, U.K.
E-mail: info@GeoBusinessShow.com
Internet: www.GeoBusinessShow.com

01-04 June HxGN LIVE 2015
Las Vegas, nV, U.S.A.
Internet: http://hxgnlive.com/las.htm

01-06 June 28th International Geodetic Student
Meeting (IGSM)
Espoo, Finland
Internet: www.igsm.fi

04-06 June 2nd International Course on Geotechnical
and Structural Monitoring
Poppi, Tuscany, Italy
Internet: www.geotechnicalmonitoring.com/en/home-2

09-12 June Spatial Statistics: Emerging Patterns
Avignon, France
Internet: www.spatialstatisticsconference.com

16-25 June 15th International Multidisciplinary
Scientific GeoConference & EXPO SGEM2015
Flamingo Grand Congress Center, Albena Resort & SPA,
Bulgaria
E-mail: sgem@sgem.org
Internet: www.sgem.org

29 June-03 July Advancing Geographic Information
Science: The Past and Next Twenty years
Vespucci Institute, Bar Harbor, ME, U.S.A. 
Internet:
http://giscienceconferences.org/vespucci2015week2

DAT/EM Systems www.datem.com 17
Hexagon Geospatial www.hexagongeospatial.com 9
KCS TraceME www.trace.me 33
Leica Geosystems www.leica-geosystems.com 44
MicroSoft UltraCam www.microsoft.com/en-us/ultracam 25
Optech www.optech.com 43

Racurs www.racurs.ru 19
RIEGL www.riegllidar.com 41
SOvZOND Company www.gisforum.ru 32
Spectra Precision www.spectraprecision.com 13
Topcon www.topconpositioning.eu 2

Advertisers Index

Please feel free to e-mail your calendar notices to: calendar@geoinformatics.com
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Resource Management    Vegetation Classification    Forest Inventory 
 Environmental Modeling    Shallow Water Surveying

Imagine the possibilities... 

Optech Titan… a new era in fused sensor performance and feature identification!

 Three independent wavelength active channels with a combined ground sampling frequency of ~1MHz

 Spectral sensitivity for vegetation/non-vegetation analysis and improved land cover classification accuracy

 Seamless simultaneous bathymetric and topographic surveying, with exceptional data precision and fidelity

Contact an Optech representative to learn more...

www.optech.com

Please join us at: ILMF 2015 February 23-25, 2015 Denver, CO Booth #26

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   

    
  

 

 

 

   



For more information visit
http://di.leica-geosystems.com

www.leica-geosystems.com

Leica Pegasus:Two
Complete Mobile
Mapping Solution

Main features
 Light sensor for auto brightness and balance control 

for image capture

 Full calibrated spherical view through optional dome 

camera to enable city modeling

 Marries imagery and point cloud data into a single 

calibrated, user-intuitive platform

 External trigger output and external time stamping 

for additional sensors

 Scanners and profi lers can be added separately, after 

purchase, and calibrated by the user

 No dedicated, modifi ed vehicles are required

 Software enables access to Esri® ArcGIS for Desktop

 Most advanced GNSS receiver leverages global 

constellations

 Capture and edit 3D spatial objects from images or 

within the point cloud

 Economical with data - balances data quantity and 

quality, with project logistics and postprocessing

Leica Pegasus:Two bounded only by your imagination – vehicle independent, 
data economical, multiple sensory platform


